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Abstrat
The photoindued isomerization of trans- and is- azobenzene
trans-AB + hν → is-AB
is-AB + hν → trans-AB
and the is-trans photoisomerization of the furylfulgide:
Z-ACR 540 + hν → E-ACR 540
were studied with a pump-probe setup. The detetion of the ultrafast transient absorption was
realized using superontinuum (SC) broadband probe pulses generated in sapphire or CaF2. A
study of the ross-phase modulation showed that the SC ould be desribed as linearly hirped
pulses. Stimulated Raman ampliation ontribution was used to nd the best setting for the
pulse ompression for the NOPA pump pulses.
The photoindued isomerization of azobenzene in CCl4 and ethanol at room temperature
was studied after exitation at λpump = 466 nm and λpump = 387 nm. In the rst ase (λpump =
466 nm), two wavelength-independent deay omponents of τ1 = 0.52(2) ps and τ2 = 3.22(2)
ps were found, in agreement with previous work. The shortest time onstant was interpreted
as very fast motion of the exited state wavepaket out of the Frank-Condon region and
ultrafast onversion to the S0 state via a onial intersetion (CI), the seond omponent was
attributed to moleules that do not take the diret path. A muh weaker third omponent
of τ = 18 ps only found at λ = 510 nm was assigned to the relaxation of vibrationally hot
moleules in the S0 state. For exitation at λpump = 387 nm leading to S2 state, three deay
omponents with τ1 = 0.08(5) ps, τ2 = 0.4(3) ps and τ3 = 13(3) ps were found. The fastest
omponent (τ1) ould be related to the onversion from the S2 to the S1 state. The seond
deay time (τ2) was attributed to motion in the S1 state towards the S1/S0-CI and the slowest
omponent was assigned to ooling of vibrationally hot moleules in S0 state. It is not lear
why, in ontrast to literature, no τ ≈ 3 ps omponent was observed.
The photoisomerization of the furylfulgide Z-ACR 540 was studied after exitation at λpump
= 387 nm in toluene and ethanol. In toluene, a short-lived omponent only present within
the rst 0.3 ps and a long lived seond omponent were found. The latter had a rise time
of τ = 16 ps and did not deay within 136 ps. That omponent was also observed in pure
toluene and was assigned to the photoindued formation of toluene eximers. In ethanol only
one single fast deay omponent of τ = 248(2) fs was found. The time sale of the proess
ould be interpreted as motion from the S1 state to the S0 state via a CI.
Kurzzusammenfassung
Die Photoisomerisierung von trans- and is-Azobenzol
trans-AB + hν → is-AB
is-AB + hν → trans-AB
und die is-trans Photoisomerisierung eines Furylfulgids
Z-ACR 540 + hν → E-ACR 540
wurden untersuht. Die dazu notwendigen Abfrage- und Abtastpulse (Weiÿliht, WL) wur-
den in Saphir oder CaF2 erzeugt. Eine Analyse der Kreuzphasenmodulation zeigte, dass
die WL-Pulse in guter Näherung als linear gehirpt beshrieben werden konnten. Aus der
stimulierten Raman-Streuung wurde die jeweils optimale Einstellung für die Kompression der
NOPA-Anregungspulse bestimmt.
Die Photoisomerisierung von trans-Azobenzol wurde bei Anregung mit λ = 466 nm und λ
= 387 nm in Tetrahlorkohlensto und Ethanol untersuht. Im ersten Fall konnten die Zeit-
prole mit zwei von der Abfragewellenlänge unabhängigen Zeitkonstanten τ1 = 0.52(2) ps und
τ2 = 3.22(2) ps beshrieben werden. Die kürzeste Zeitkonstante wurde als Herauslaufen des
Wellenpakets aus der Frank-Condon-Region des angeregten Zustands mit anshlieÿender di-
rekter Konversion in den S0-Zustand über eine konishe Durhshneidung (KD) interpretiert.
Die zweite Komponente wurde Molekülen zugeordnet, die niht über diesen direkten Weg
reagieren. Bei der Abfragewellenlänge λ = 510 nm tritt eine dritte, sehr viel langsamere
Komponente mit τ = 18 ps auf, die der Relaxation von shwingungsangeregten Molekülen
im S0-Zustand zugewiesen wurde. Bei Anregung mit λ = 387 nm, die in den S2-Zustand
führt, wurden drei Zeitkonstanten, τ1 = 0.08(2) ps, τ2 = 0.4(3) ps und τ3 = 13(3) ps, er-
mittelt. Die shnellste Komponente (τ1) wurde als Übergang aus dem S2-Zustand in den
S1-Zustand interpretiert. Die zweite Komponente (τ2) wurde der Dynamik im S1-Zustand in
Rihtung der S0/S1 KD zugeordnet. Die langsamste Komponente wurde als Abkühlung von
shwingungsangeregten Molekülen im S0-Zustand gedeutet. Es konnte niht geklärt werden,
warum im Gegensatz zur Literatur keine Komponente mit τ ≈ 3 ps beobahtet wurde.
Die Photoisomerisierung des Furylfulgids Z-ACR 540, wurde nah Anregung mit λ = 387
nm in Toluol und Ethanol untersuht. In Toluol wurden eine kurzlebige (innerhalb der er-
sten 0.3 ps) und eine langlebige Komponente beobahtet. Letztere hatte eine Anstiegszeit
von τ = 16 ps und blieb bis zu 136 ps nahezu konstant. Diese Komponente konnte der pho-
toinduzierten Bildung von Toluol-Eximeren zugeordnet werden. In Ethanol wurde nur eine
shnelle Komponente mit τ = 248 fs gefunden. Dieses Prozesses kann als Hinweis auf eine
möglihe Beteiligung einer KD bei der Isomerisierung interpretiert werden.
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1 Introdution
The study of the kinetis of hemial reations is an integral part of hemistry. In 1889 Arrhe-
nius found empirially his famous equation for the reation rate as a funtion of temperature
[1℄, whih has been used widely ever sine. However, the Arrhenius equation does not give
insight into the detailed moleular mehanism of a hemial reation. For suh a detailed
desription, the individual motion of the nulei during the reation is of interest. This motion
ours on the time sale of moleular vibrations, whih is of the order of 100 fs or even less.
Ultrafast pulsed laser tehniques have enabled researhers to explore the moleular dynamis
on this time sale by spetrosopi experiments. Sine the rst laser was invented in 1960
[2℄, the duration of the shortest laser pulses has dereased tremendously [3, 4, 5, 6℄. The rst
fs-pulses beame available in the 1980s [7℄, and even attoseond pulse are in use today [8℄.
Femtoseond spetrosopy has beome an important tool for the study of hemial reation
dynamis and has been rewarded with a Nobel prize to A. Zewail in 1999 [9℄. Among the many
reations studied are biologially relevant elementary proesses of photosynthesis [10, 11℄, is-
trans isomerization of rhodopsin whih is the basis of viewing [12, 13, 14℄, or the mehanism
of radiationless deativation of the nuleobases and the nuleosides [15, 16, 17℄. Muh of the
interest into the photoindued moleular dynamis also arises from the desire to gain insight
into the proesses that are the basis for funtional moleules in present and future appliations
suh as light-driven swithes [18℄ or moleular mahines [19, 20℄.
Sine no eletroni devie is fast enough for detetion at the fs time sale, ultrafast spe-
trosopy is performed using a so-alled pump-probe sheme, where rst a pump pulse exites
the sample and sets the point of time zero. Then, the temporal evolution of the system is
interrogated with a series of temporally delayed probe pulses. A variation of the delay between
the pump and probe pulses an be ahieved by simply hanging the relative optial path length
of the pump versus the probe beam. Many dierent ultrafast spetrosopial methods have
been developed, suh as time-resolved mass-spetrometry [21, 22℄, time-gated uoresene de-
tetion by up-onversion [23, 24℄ and transient absorption [25, 26℄. In this thesis, the popular
method of transient absorption detetion is used.
Suitable ultra-broadband probe pulses an be generated by fousing femtoseond pulses into
transparent non-linear optial materials, the so-alled superontinuum generation [27℄. The
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omplex proess is still not fully understood and involves a variety of non-linear optial phe-
nomena [27, 28℄. Another ompliation in transient absorption experiments are the oherent
ontributions to the deteted signal due to the interation of the pump and probe pulses inside
the sample at zero time delay, suh as ross phase modulation, stimulated Raman sattering
and others. For the desired temporal resolution, a thorough haraterization of the relevant
parameters is required.
It was the goal of this work to set up an experiment for ultra-broadband detetion of
the transient absorption on a time sale of 100 fs and less. Typial absorption hanges of
photoexited moleules are small and an be of the order of only one part per thousand or
even less [29, 30, 31℄. The reliable detetion of suh small signals with femtoseond resolution
is a major experimental hallenge that is usually takled in a pump-probe-referene setup [25℄.
This is to be ombined with a broadband spetral range of probe wavelengths for a omplete
detetion of the ultrafast dynamis.
In this thesis, the method of transient absorption is applied to study the moleular dynamis
of seleted photohemial swithes [19, 32℄. A detailed knowledge of the underlying dynamis
of the swithing proess is essential for the onstrution of improved funtional moleular
devies and might even open up new appliations.
The photoindued is-trans isomerization of azobenzene (AB) was studied rst. Figure 1.1
shows the isomerization from trans-AB to is-AB and bak. The isomerization an be indued
N
N
trans - azobenzene
N N
cis - azobenzene
l
D, l
1
2
Figure 1.1: Isomerization sheme of azobenzene.
by irradiation at UV and visual wavelengths and is basis for the high appliation potential of
azobenzenes. For example, ABs have been used to indue onformational hanges in proteins,
phase transitions in liquid rystal systems and emulsions, or onstrut so-alled nano-musles
[33, 34, 35, 36, 37℄. Despite muh experimental and theoretial work (see e.g. [38, 39℄) the
exat mehanism of the isomerization is still not fully understood.
The seond reation of interest in this thesis is the photoindued ring opening and losure
of fulgides [40, 41, 42℄. The reation sheme of the fulgide Aberhrome 540 (ACR 540) (full
name: 1-[1-(2,5-dimethyl-3-furyl)ethylidene℄-2-isopropylidensuinanhydride) is shown in Fig.
1.2. This lass of moleules shows a reversible light-indued hange (photohromism) in the
absorption spetrum. Sine the swithing yle an be repeated many times without signiant
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Figure 1.2: Moleular struture and reation sheme of Aberhrome 540.
photodamage, fulgides are promising andidate moleules for use as optial memory devies.
The eletroyli reation has not been studied extensively by ultrafast spetrosopy before.
Only a few studies are available [43, 44, 45℄ and not muh is known about the details of the
underlying moleular dynamis, suh as the nature of the exited states that are involved. For
the Z−E isomerization, whih is studied in this thesis, no ultrafast measurements are known.
The work presented in this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter two inludes setions on
photohromism and photohemistry. In the rst setion of hapter three, relevant aspets of
ultrafast spetrosopy will be desribed. Details of the experimental setup and data aquisition
proedures are given in setion two and three of hapter three. The results and their disussion
are given in hapter four. It is divided into three parts, one overing the generation of the
superontinuum probe pulses and the other two the photoisomerizations of respetively: AB
and the Z isomer of the fulgide Aberhrome 540.
3
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Swithes
Miniaturization of eletroni devies to ahieve faster data proessing and higher data storage
apaities is a major trend in information tehnology. However, it is antiipated that soon the
physial limits of lithography will be reahed. The use of moleules as building bloks opens
a promising route to onstrut nanosale devies. In this ontext photohromi moleules,
whih an at as as bistable optial swithes are at the entre of interest. For an optimal
design of the devies, not only the stati properties of the ompounds must be known, but
also a detailed understanding of the ongoing photophysial and photohemial proesses is
ruial.
The dominane of the desired photohromi reations over possible side reations, whih
is basis for repeated photohromi yles and low photohemial fatigue, requires large rate
onstants, i. e. eient ultrafast mehanisms for intramoleular onversion suh as the mole-
ular dynamis at onial intersetions. The next setion gives a brief introdution to pho-
tohromism, and in the following setions important photohemial and photophysial on-
epts are desribed.
2.1 Photohromism
Photohromism is the light indued reversible hange in the absorption spetrum of moleules.
A variety of ompounds suh as stilbenes, spiropyranes, diarylethenes, azobenzenes and fulgides
display photohromism. The typial proesses involved are the is-trans isomerization, the
eletroyli ring losure or opening and the keto-enol tautomerism.
It has been found experimentally that all three types of photohromi proesses have in
ommon to happen on ultrafast time sales. The photohromism of 2-hydroxybenzotriazoles,
for example, is based on keto-enol tautomerism [46, 47, 48℄. Upon photoexitation, these
moleules undergo a omplete photohromi yle that is nished within less than a pioseond
(see Fig. 2.1). The underlying ultrafast proton or hydrogen transfer that ours in the exited
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state (ESIPT
1
, [49℄) is one of the most elementary proesses in hemistry and is interesting in
its own right. Likewise, the arhetypial eletroyli ring opening of 1,3-ylo-hexadiene to
1,3,5-hexatriene (Fig. 2.2) ours on a time sale of less than 100 fs [50, 51, 52℄.
1
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Figure 2.1: a) keto-enol tautomerism of 2-hydroxybenzotriazoles; b) shemati diagram of the
tautomerization mehanism.
For azobenzenes and Aberhrome 540, whih have been investigated in this work, the our-
rene of sub-pioseond time sales of the moleular dynamis has been established previously
as well (for a detailed aount, see Chapter 4). Photohromism therefore emerges as a phe-
nomenon that is intimately onneted to ultrafast fundamental photohemial proesses. It
is interesting not only from the view-point of appliability but for fundamental theoretial
reasons also, sine the systems are easily aessible to optial methods preisely beause of
their photohromism.
1,3-cyclo-hexadiene 1,3,5-hexatriene
Figure 2.2: Eletroyli ring opening and losing reation of 1,3,5-hexatriene.
2.2 Basi priniples of photohemistry
Photoindued hemial reations involve eletronially exited states. This means that the
pathways and priniples governing their outome an be quite dierent from those known
from the lassial thermal reations. In the remainder of this hapter the most important
onepts will be introdued briey.
1
Exited State Intramoleular Proton Transfer
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2.2.1 Photophysial proesses
When eletromagneti radiation of energy E = hν interats with a moleule, a photon an
be absorbed exiting the moleule from its ground state S0 to exited states Sn>0. The
following relaxation to the ground state an be radiationless or aompanied by the emission
of a photon with the same or even smaller frequeny (Stokes shifts). In the radiationless ase
the exess energy an be redistributed intramoleular or transferred to a dierent moleule
by an intermoleular ollision. These proesses are usually illustrated by means of the so-
alled Jablonski diagram. Figure 2.3 shows a simplied energy levels sheme in the Jablonski
diagram and desribes the possibilities of an exited moleule to emit energy.
Figure 2.3: Shematial representation of the Jablonski diagram.
Radiation emitted during a relaxation an be of two types. It an our from the rst exited
state S1 (uoresene) or from an exited triplet eletroni state T1 (phosphoresene). The
typial lifetime of uoresene is almost 10−9 - 10−8 s, while for phosphoresene it is in
the order of 10−6 s up to hours (sine the transition is spin forbidden). The radiationless
transitions an take plae via three dierent shemes:
Internal onversion represents the radiationless transition from a highly exited state to a
highly vibrationally exited level of an other lower eletroni state of the same multipliity. It
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is also possible that the transition takes plae to one of a lower eletroni state, whih usually
undergoes deativation to its lower vibrational level.
When ollisions between moleules our, an energy transfer to the environment takes plae.
Sine the moleule loses vibrational energy, this proess is alled vibrational relaxation.
Intersystem rossing desribes the spin forbidden transition of a system between two ele-
troni states with dierent spin multipliities. These transitions are failitated via spin-orbit
oupling.
2.2.2 Born-Oppenheimer and eletroni adiabati approximation
To desribe the eletroni states of a moleule, the Shrödinger equation Ĥψ = ǫψ has to be
solved. The Hamilton operator Ĥ an be written as
Ĥ = T̂ + V̂ = T̂e(r) + T̂N(R) + V̂ (r, R),
where T̂e and T̂N are the kineti energy operators for the eletrons and nulei as funtions
of the eletroni (r) and nulei oordinates (R), respetively, and V̂ is the potential energy
operator inluding eletron repulsion, nulear repulsion and eletron-nulear attration.
In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the slow motion of the nulei is separated from
the fast motion of the eletrons. The fast eletrons an be assumed to follow the slow nulei
adiabatially. Thus, for every nulear onguration R, there is an eletroni wavefuntion that
depends on the nulear oordinates R only parametrially. The solution of the Shrödinger
equation therefore results in an energy-landsape with a potential eigenvalue for every set of
nulei oordinates R. The so alled potential energy surfae (PES) is a 3N − 6 dimensional
hypersurfae for eah eletroni state.
However, if nulei and eletri properties ouple strongly, the Born-Oppenheimer approx-
imation (BOA) is no longer suient beause it ompletely neglets the relevant oupling
matrix. With regard to this work, espeially the failure of the BOA to desribe a potential
degeneray of two dierent eletroni states is of importane and will be desribed next.
2.2.3 Frank-Condon priniple
The Frank-Condon priniple is based on the separation of the eletroni and nulei motion
during a photoindued eletroni transition. The promotion of the eletron into a higher
eletroni state upon exitation takes plae on a time sale of ∆t ≈ 10−18 s. Sine even fast
intramoleular vibrations have a period of ∆t ≈ 10−15 s, the nulei in the moleule may be
onsidered as xed during the exitation. When the potential energy is plotted as a funtion
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of the 3N − 6 nulei degrees of freedom, the exitation is therefore represented by a vertial
transition to the exited state.
The onept divides a photohemially indued eletroni transition into two parts. First the
eletron jump takes plae around a rigid moleular frame and only afterwards the moleular
geometry reats on the new distribution of eletron densities and relaxes by nulei motion.
The strength of the transition is determined by the overlap integral between vibrational state
wavefuntions of the ground and exited eletroni states at xed nulei oordinates. This
onept is ruial for studies of moleular dynamis beause the position above the ground
state equilibrium geometry, the so alled Frank-Condon region, denes the starting point of
the ensuing photoindued hemial dynamis.
2.2.4 Nonadiabati transition through onial intersetion
In the ase of a diatomi moleule the PES of two eletroni states (for example of the ground
state and the rst exited state) will interset if the states have dierent (spatial or spin)
symmetry. Otherwise, the perturbative mixing will lead to a repulsion and the urves will not
ross. In the ase of polyatomi moleules an intersetion of two PES an be obtained, even
if the relevant states have the same symmetry or spin multipliity.
Avoided rossings and intersetions an be rationalized by onsidering the perturbative
oupling of the two states |φ1〉 and |φ2〉. The energies E1 and E2 of the two states will hange
due to the mixing of the states aording to
E1,2 =
W11 +W22
2
±
√(
W11 −W22
2
)2
+W212 , (2.1)
where Wij = 〈φi|Wˆ |φj〉 are the matrix elements of the oupling matrix W and Wˆ is the
oupling operator.
The degenerate ase (E1 = E2) ours only if the square root vanishes, i.e. if
W11 = W22 and W12 = 0. (2.2)
While these onditions are fullled if the rossing states are of dierent spin or symmetry (det
W = 0), it is very unlikely for two states of the same spin and symmetry with only one degree
of freedom. This leads to the well known priniple of the avoided rossing (see Fig. 2.4 a)) for
diatomi moleules.
In a polyatomi moleule, however, the PES has 3N−6 dimensions. The additional degrees
of freedom make it quite possible to have both of the above onditions fullled. The resulting
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topology of the involved PESs resembles the form of a bione with the point of degeneray
at the enter (see Fig. 2.4 b)), hene the name onial intersetion (CI). Due to the steep
slope of the potential these onial intersetions are very eetive pathways for radiationless
eletroni transitions on a time sale of nulei motion (i. e. femtoseonds). Sine the nulei
motion goes along with a ontinuous hange of the eletroni onguration it is obvious that
the BOA an not be applied to desribe the nature of these transitions.
S2
S1
S0
conicalintersection
„non-crossing rule“
S0
S1
a) b)
Figure 2.4: a) Avoided rossing for diatomi moleules, b) onial intersetion for potential
surfaes with dierent symmetry.
The importane of CIs has been established for many ultrafast reations in reent years
[53, 54, 55, 56℄, among them the reations studied in this work i.e. is-trans isomerization
and eletroyli ring losure.
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3.1 Priniples of ultrafast spetrosopy
The present setion gives an overview of important aspets of ultrafast spetrosopy and is
divided into ve subsetions. The rst subsetion deals with ultrashort (i.e. sub-pioseond)
pulse generation, with speial emphasis on the Clark-MXR CPA-2001 laser system used in the
present work. The seond subsetion explains the spei spetral and temporal harateristis
of ultrashort pulses and how they an be determined. Subsetions three and four introdue
reliable methods for spetral onversion of fs-pulses and desribes how temporally shortened
pulses are reated. The methods desribed are Seond Harmoni Generation (SHG), Non-
ollinear Optial Parametri Ampliation (NOPA) and superontinuum generation (SG). In
the nal subsetion of this setion dierent so-alled pump-probe tehniques are desribed that
are used to ondut ultrafast spetrosopi experiments. The transient absorption tehnique
is overed in detail as it is the one used in the present work.
3.1.1 The fs-Ti:Sa laser
The generation of ultrashort pulses relies on a proess alled mode-loking. Many longitudinal
laser modes have to interfere onstrutively inside the laser avity and a denite phase relation
between all modes has to be maintained. Titanium (Ti
3+
) doped sapphire (Al2O3) (from now
on alled Ti:Sa) is the most popular solid state material used in ultrashort pulse generation.
Its absorption and uoresene spetra are shown in Fig. 3.1. Ti:Sa has several favorable
properties. First, it has a very broad gain bandwidth of approximatively 700 - 1100 nm,
with a peak at λ ≈ 800 nm, and this supports many longitudinal modes. Seond, the optial
Kerr-eet [4, 57, 58, 59℄ in Ti:Sa,
n = n0 + ∆nKerr(I) = n0 + n2I(t), (3.1)
leads to the formation of the so-alled Kerr lens inside the laser medium and self-mode-loking
[57, 60℄ an our. The seond eet of the Kerr-lens is the self-phase modulation (SPM) of
the pulse, that leads to a spetral broadening of the pulse, whih is required for the generation
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Figure 3.1: Absorption and uoresene spetra of Ti:Sa.
of sub-ps-pulses.
1
Typially, Ti:Sa is pumped by means of another laser with a wavelength of about λ = 500−
550 nm lose to its absorption peak, for example an Ar ion laser or frequeny doubled Nd:YLF,
Nd:YVO or Nd:YAG lasers. Simple Ti:Sa based osillators deliver pulses of approximative 100
fs duration with a repetition rate of ≈ 50 MHz and nJ pulse energies entered at λ ≈ 800 nm.
These pulses then have to be amplied to be suitable for most spetrosopi experiments. The
ampliation is ahieved by using the Chirped Pulse Ampliation (CPA) sheme [61℄ inside
a regenerative amplier (RGA), whih is shown shematially in Fig. 3.2. The weak input
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Figure 3.2: Shemati priniple of the hirped pulse ampliation.
pulse (also alled seed pulse) is rst strethed temporally and then injeted into the amplifying
1
This follows from the Fourier relation between the temporal and spetral widths of laser pulses.
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medium (Ti:Sa). After a few round trips inside the RGA avity, the gain is saturated, and
the amplied pulse is oupled out. Finally, the amplied pulse is reompressed. The typial
harateristis of the Clark-MXR CPA-2001 laser system used in this work are a pulse duration
(full width at half maximum of the autoorrelation funtion, FWHM) of 210 fs, an output
wavelength of λ ≈ 775 nm, a repetition rate of 1 kHz, and an output power of 800 mW.
3.1.2 Charaterization of Ultrashort Pulses
Ultrashort pulses have to be haraterized regarding both their spetral and temporal proper-
ties. For the spetral harateristi a simple CCD spetrometer is suient, sine ultrashort
pulses are spetrally broad. A typial spetrum of the laser fundamental reorded with a CCD
spetrometer (APE-Berlin, type PulseSope) is shown in Fig. 3.3. As an be seen, the pulse
spetrum is fairly Gaussian in shape, indiating almost perfet ompression. The eletri eld
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Figure 3.3: Measured spetrum of the fundamental laser pulse. The enter wavelength is λ ≈
775 nm, the pulse width is 8 nm (FWHM).
of ultrashort pulses is given by
E(t) ∝ 1
2
Re
{√
I (t) exp [iω0(t)− Φ(t)] + c.c.
}
, (3.2)
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where ω0 is the arrier frequeny,
√
I(t) the amplitude, and Φ(t) the phase term (.. denotes
the omplex onjugate). For a full haraterization of an ultrashort pulse, both amplitude
and phase must be known. This represents a problem, sine even the fastest eletroni devies
have a response time that is muh longer than the pulse duration. A number of tehniques
have been introdued to overome this problem. In one way or another, they all rely on non-
linear optial interation of two or more pulse replias with themselves. The required temporal
resolution is provided by varying the relative spatial distane that the pulse replias travel
before interation. For example, a relative delay of 10 fs orresponds to a distane of 3.3 µm.
The simplest method of pulse haraterization is autoorrelation [5℄. For the autoorrelation
measurement a pulse is split into two idential parts that are subsequently overlapped in a
β-barium-borate (BBO) rystal for seond harmoni generation. The optial path of one
pulse is ontinually hanged (sanned) to reate a variable spatial delay. For this a Mihelson
interferometer setup is ommonly used, as skethed in Fig. 3.4. Both beams are sent to two
retro-reetors mounted onto a small driver translation stage. When the stage is moved, one of
the retro-reetors introdues a temporal shift between the beams before they are overlapped
in a non-linear BBO rystal (the optial paths are represented by solid and dashed lines in
Fig. 3.4). If the path dierene d is determined aurately, the time dierene or temporal
delay τ , between the beams an be alulated [62℄ by multiplying the speed of the light  with
the path dierene τ = 2cd.
The autoorrelation an be measured in the ollinear or non-ollinear geometry. In the non-
ollinear (or bakground free) geometry, that is shown in Fig. 3.4, the pulses are overlapped
non-ollinearly in the rystal. The autoorrelation funtion is given by the intensity of the
generated seond harmoni and an be alulated as follows:
I(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
|(E(t)E(t− τ))|2 dt, (3.3)
where τ represents the time delay between the pulses. I(τ) is ommonly also alled the
intensity autoorrelation. A typial non-ollinear autoorrelation for the fundamental pulse is
presented in Fig. 3.5. The intensity of the autoorrelation is of Gaussian shape with a FWHM
of 210 fs. The disadvantage of intensity autoorrelation is that information about the pulse
phase is lost. Consider the Taylor expansion of the temporal phase Φ(t) around t0 = 0 :
Φ(t) = Φ0 + Φ1
t
1!
+ Φ2
t2
2!
+ ... . (3.4)
The rst two terms in Eq. (3.4) are not important for the temporal shape: Φ0 is a simple phase
shift, Φ1 simply shifts the pulse spetrally (without altering its temporal shape). However,
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Figure 3.4: Shemati diagram of the non-ollinear autoorrelator. Two idential beams with
the frequeny ω are overlapped in a non-linear rystal. The frequeny doubled
signal (SHG) is reorded as a funtion of the relative delay. The iris bloks the
input beams and the SHG (indiated as blue arrows) generated by eah input pulse
alone.
the quadrati temporal phase Φ2, aets the spetral and temporal properties of the pulse,
sine the instantaneous frequeny
ωinst(t) ∼= ω0 − dΦ
dt
(3.5)
beomes time dependent, i.e. varies aross the pulse. For negative values of Φ2, this so-alled
hirp is positive, and vie versa. Using non-ollinear autoorrelation, the hirp of a pulse will
remain unnotied, sine its only eet is a broadening of the autoorrelation funtion (whih
onsequently gives the wrong values for the pulse duration). To obtain a meaningful value for
the pulse duration with non-ollinear autoorrelation, a ertain pulse shape has to be assumed.
Usually a Gaussian shape is taken and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is quoted to
haraterize the pulse duration (see Fig. 3.5). Beause of the time reversal symmetry of SHG
intensity autoorrelations, asymmetri pulse shapes will remain undeteted as well.
The phase information an be obtained by using ollinear autoorrelation instead. In this
ase the two idential laser beams travel the same path and the seond harmoni signal result-
ing from the interation of the two beams in the BBO rystal, as well as the seond harmoni
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Figure 3.5: Non-ollinear autoorrelation funtion of the fundamental pulse (irles) together
with a Gaussian t (red line). The FWHM of the autoorrelation funtion is 210
fs.
signal from eah of the individual beams is deteted. The reorded signal is given by
IM(τ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
|E(t) + E(t− τ)|2 dt. (3.6)
IM(τ) is also alled the interferometri autoorrelation. Figure 3.6 shows a typial autoorre-
lation trae measured for the fundamental pulses of the Clark-MXR CPA-2001 laser system.
The osillations visible in Fig. 3.6 are at frequenies that orrespond to the laser fundamental
and the seond harmoni. The problem of the interferometri autoorrelation is that even
though in theory the phase information is available, in pratie the autoorrelation annot
easily be determined with suient auray. Therefore, for the remainder of this work, non-
ollinear autoorrelation has been preferred with a spetral haraterization of the pulses when
neessary.
Simultaneous detetion of amplitude and phase is possible using the frequeny resolved
optial gating [63℄ (FROG) tehnique. In the simplest variant, FROG is essentially a SHG
autoorrelation that is measured not only as a funtion of the temporal delay, but also as a
15
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Figure 3.6: Interferometri autoorrelation funtion of the fundamental pulse. The fringes in
the autoorrelation trae wash out as the spetral phase beomes more omplex.
funtion of the frequeny, by spetral dispersion of the resulting seond harmoni intensity.
The resulting signal is alled FROG spetrogram or trae and ontains information about the
phase and amplitude. The deteted signal an be expressed by the equation
IFROG(ω, τ) =
∣∣∣∣∫ +∞
−∞
E(t)g(t− τ)e−iωtdt
∣∣∣∣2 , (3.7)
where g(t− τ) = |E(t− τ)| is the variable delay gate funtion (in this ase: SHG). A typial
SHG-FROG is shown in Fig. 3.7, with pseudo-olor intensity oding. The dierent frequenies
at dierent delay times are learly visible. Depending on the gate funtion used, dierent
variants of FROG an be realized apart from SHG-FROG that was desribed above. In
polarization-gated (PG)-FROG, for example, one of the pulse replias is sent through a pair
of rossed polarizers and the other is polarization rotated by 45 degrees. The two pulses
are then overlapped in a medium with a very fast third order suseptibility χ3 suh as fused
silia. The gate funtion is |E(t− τ)|2 and yields very intuitive traes that allow immediate
assessment of the most important pulse properties simply by inspetion.
Another method is the so-alled spetral phase interferometry for diret eletri eld reon-
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Figure 3.7: FROG spetrogram (instantaneous frequeny versus delay) for a negatively hirped
pulse.
strution (SPIDER) [64, 65, 66℄. SPIDER is a self-referening interferometri tehnique. The
priniple is skethed in Fig. 3.8. As in the ase of autoorrelation and FROG, the pulse to be
analysed is rst split into two and the two replias are delayed in time with respet to eah
other. To be able to measure the time-dependent spetral phase of a single pulse, a spetral
shear is applied between two time-delayed pulse replias. Typially, the shear is introdued
by up-onversion of the two replias with a strethed and hirped third pulse. Sine the two
replias are up-onverted by dierent parts of the hirped pulse, a spetral interferene pattern
results that allows to reonstrut the original pulses' properties.
non-linear
crystal
interferogram
acquisition
replica
generation
t
sheared
replicas
input pulse
chirped pulse
generation
Figure 3.8: Shemati representation of the SPIDER set-up and priniple.
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3.1.3 Methods for Wavelength Conversion
Independent of what type of spetrosopy is performed, in order to investigate the moleular
dynamis, it is required to onvert the output of a laser (λ = 775 nm in our ase) to other
wavelengths. Sine the tuning of the laser fundamental is tedious and only a small wavelength
range is aessible, tehniques for external wavelength onversion are important. These all
rely on non-linear optial eets in suitable materials and involve the non-linear polarization.
In general, the polarization P of an optial medium is aused by the eletri eld E of the
light traveling through it,
P = ǫ0χE, (3.8)
where χ is the eletrial suseptibility of the medium. At the very high light intensities
frequently enountered with ultrashort pulses, the linear relation does not hold any more and
the polarization P has to be expressed via
P = ǫ0
{
χ(1)E + χ(2)E2 + ...
}
=
∑
n
ǫ0χ
(n)En, (3.9)
where χ(n) is the nth order suseptibility. In solids the rst order suseptibility is χ(1) ≈ 1 m/V
and is related to ommon phenomena suh as absorption, refration and reetion. The higher
order suseptibilities are muh smaller (χ(2) is of the order of 10−12 m/V, χ(3) is of the order
of 10−19 m/V) [57℄. This is why non-linear optial behavior is only observed at very high light
intensities, whih are nevertheless ommon with ultrashort pulses. As will be shown below,
χ(2) is responsible for important phenomena suh as seond harmoni generation (SHG), sum
and dierene frequeny generation (SFG, DFG) and optial parametri ampliation (OPA).
3.1.3.1 Three wave mixing
The term three wave mixing [67℄ relates to proesses that involve the seond order suseptibility
χ(2) and the seond order polarization P (2). The general situation with the inoming waves
E1(ω1), E2(ω2), and the wave that is emitted by the indued osillating polarization, E3(ω3),
is skethed in Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Shemati view of the three wave mixing proess.
The indued 2
nd
order polarization is given by
P (2) = ǫ0χ
(2)(E1 + E2)
2
= ǫ0χ
(2)[E1 cos(ω1t) + E2 cos(ω2t)]
2
= ǫ0χ
(2)[E21 cos
2(ω1t) + E
2
2 cos
2(ω2t) + 2E1E2 cos(ω1t) cos(ω2t)]
=
1
2
ǫ0χ
(2)[E21 cos(2ω1t) + E
2
2 cos(2ω2t)
+ 2E1E2 cos[(ω1 + ω2)t] + 2E1E2 cos[(ω1 − ω2)t] + (E21 + E21)].
(3.10)
In Eq. (3.10), the indued polarization does not only ontain omponents at the original
frequenies ω1 and ω2, but also the following additional frequenies:
P2ω1 = ǫ0χ
(2)E21 cos(2ω1t)
P2ω2 = ǫ0χ
(2)E22 cos(2ω2t)
Pω1+ω2 = 2ǫ0χ
(2)E1E2 cos[(ω1 + ω2)t]
Pω1−ω2 = 2ǫ0χ
(2)E1E2 cos[(ω1 − ω2)t] (3.11)
This orresponds to light emitted at the new frequenies:
• ω = 2ω1 and ω= 2ω2: frequeny doubling or seond harmoni generation (SHG),
• ω = ω1 + ω2: sum frequeny generation (SFG),
• ω = ω1 − ω2: dierene frequeny generation (DFG),
• ω = 0: optial retiation (DC).
Three wave mixing has great importane for frequeny onversion of xed frequeny funda-
mental pulses. The generation of additional frequenies an also be understood in terms of a
non-linear response of the medium to the external stimulus, aused by the large displaement
of the eletrons in their anharmoni potentials when the external eletrial eld is very large.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. Due to the non-linear response, the eletrial eld osillating
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the eet of an external eletrial eld interating with a non-linear
medium.
at the fundamental frequeny ω0 reates a polarization that an only be desribed using ad-
ditional Fourier omponents at ω = ω0 (DC), ω = 2ω0 (SHG), et. (see Eq. (3.10)). With
respet to three-wave mixing, it is important to note that for media whih have inversion
symmetry, χ2 is neessarily equal to zero.
3.1.3.2 Phase mathing
Even if χ2 is non-zero, eient wavelength onversion (for example: SHG) via three wave
mixing will in general not take plae, beause destrutive interferene between the fundamental
wave and the seond harmoni ours, unless phase and group veloities of both wavelengths
are mathed [68℄. The phase mathing ondition an be expressed as
~k3 = ~k1 + ~k2, (3.12)
where
~k3 is the wave vetor of the emitted wave and ~k1 and ~k2 are the wave vetors of the
input waves. In the ollinear ase this leads to the ondition n(2ω) = n(ω), i. e. requires
anomalous dispersion. In optially isotropi materials this ours only in regions of absorption.
In birefringent optial anisotropi media, however, the angular dependene of the refrative
index of linearly polarized light an be exploited.
In uniaxial rystals, rays with a polarization vetor in the prinipal plane, i. e. the plane
that inludes the rystal axis and the propagation diretion, (ordinary or o-rays) and rays
with their polarization vetor perpendiular to the prinipal plane (extraordinary or e-rays)
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have dierent refrative indies no(ω) and ne(ω). This is shown in Fig. 3.11. The important
n
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Figure 3.11: In regular materials, due to the dispersion eet the refrative indies are dierent
at dierent frequenies (a). However, in birefringent materials onditions an be
ahieved under whih no(ω) = ne(2ω). This is indiated with the dashed line (b).
point is that ne(ω) depends on the angle θ between the propagation diretion and the optial
axis,
ne(θ) = no
(
1 + tan2θ
1 + (no/ne)2tan2θ
)1/2
. (3.13)
By tuning this angle, also alled the phase mathing angle, it is possible to ahieve ne(2ω) =
no(ω) for SHG. This situation is illustrated for ollinear phase mathing in Fig. 3.12. Phase
mathing is realized preisely where the ne(2ω) ellipse and the no(ω) irle interset.
To lassify the phase mathing onditions, it is ommon pratie to denote the polarization
of the three waves using the small letters o and e, with the two inoming beams rst in order
of inreasing wavelengths and then the emitted beam. The above example would therefore be
lassied as ooe- phase mathing. Equal polarizations of the inoming beams are lassied
as type I, unequal polarizations as type II phase mathing.
The range and versatility of phase mathing an be inreased if non-ollinear beam geome-
tries are used. A ase of non-ollinear SHG is skethed in Fig. 3.13. Phase mathing ours
again at the point of intersetion. For a detailed desription of the various faets of three
wave mixing, suh as walk-o bandwidth, onversion eieny, temperature dependene, et.,
the reader is referred to Nikogosyan's [69℄ book. Only the non-ollinear parametri amplier
(NOPA) is desribed, beause of its importane for generating tunable laser pulses.
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Figure 3.12: The refrative index ellipses of a negative uniaxial rystal. The angle under whih
the phase mathing for the SHG takes plae is indiated.
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Figure 3.13: Non-ollinear phase mathing.
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3.1.3.3 Non-ollinear optial parametri amplier (NOPA)
Optial parametri ampliation (OPA) is a three-wave-mixing proess [70, 71, 72, 73℄ losely
related to dierene frequeny generation (DFG, see Se. 3.1.3.1). In OPA, a short high
intensity pump beam of frequeny ωP amplies a muh weaker seed beam at ωS (the amplied
seed is then alled signal beam). The third beam from the DFG is alled idler beam, at the
frequeny ωI . Energy onservation and the phase mathing onditions apply as usual:
ωP = ωS + ωI
~kP = ~kS + ~kI (3.14)
For broadband phase mathing and highly eient ampliation of the seed pulses, the group
veloities of the pulses must also be mathed. This an be ahieved in a non-ollinear geometry,
as skethed in Fig. 3.14, where α is the non-ollinear angle between signal and pump and β
the angle between signal and idler. The group veloity mathing (GVM) ondition is given by
~vS = ~vI · cos β, (3.15)
where ~vS and ~vI are the group veloities of signal and idler. This means that GVM an be
ahieved if the signal group veloity equals the projetion of the idler group veloity along the
signal diretion, as depited in Fig. 3.15 a). In a ollinear geometry (Fig. 3.15 b)) signal and
k
k
k
S
P
I
a
b
Figure 3.14: Shemati view of the non-ollinear geometry phase mathing.
idler get separated quikly, leading to pulse broadening and dereased bandwidth. This is not
the ase in the non-ollinear geometry.
Fortunately, there are non-linear optial media that allow for simultaneous phase and group
veloity mathing, suh as β-barium-borate (BBO) [69, 74℄. Non-ollinear optial parametri
ampliation (NOPA) was rst realized by Gale [75, 76℄ and later extended by seeding the
NOPA with a superontinuum (SC) seed [70℄. In this ase, the amplier bandwidth is governed
by the relative amount of the hirp of the SC ompared to the pulse length of the pump
pulse. Ultrabroadband NOPAs an either be realized by reduing the SC hirp [77, 78℄ or by
temporally broadening the pump pulse [79, 80℄. The tunable NOPA works with deliberately
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Figure 3.15: Group veloities of signal and idler a) for non-ollinear geometry and b) for
ollinear geometry.
hirped SC soures, suh that the temporal overlap between pump and SC seed ours only
for a limited wavelength range. Tuning an be ahieved by simply delaying both pulses with
respet to eah other. Figure 3.16 shows the shemati setup of suh a SC-seed tunable NOPA.
a
q
{
BBO-NOPA
strongpump
idler
weak pump
chirped NOPA
signal
compressor
compressed
NOPA signal
SC
Figure 3.16: Shemati view of the NOPA onept.
The amplied pulses of a tunable NOPA have a pulse length that is omparable to the pump
pulse length, and a hirp equal to the SC seed hirp. Sine they are not transform limited,
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i.e. their pulse length is longer than allowed by the Fourier transform of the spetrum, the
NOPA pulses an be ompressed using optial elements with negative group veloity dispersion
(GVD), suh as a prism ompressor [81℄. The negative GVD of the ompressor ompensates
the hirp and thereby shortens the pulse.
3.1.4 Superontinuum laser pulses
3.1.4.1 General
Superontinuum generation (SCG) [27℄ is the prodution of ultrashort broadband pulses rang-
ing from the UV to the near IR (hene the term white light pulses), whih is aused by
the spetral broadening of intensive ultrashort laser pulses propagating through a transparent
non-linear medium. SCG in liquids and solids was rst observed by Alfano and Shapiro [82℄,
who obtained a pioseond ontinuum that overed the entire visible range and extended into
the NIR. The rst fs-superontinuum was obtained by Fork et al. in 1983 [83℄, and fs-SCG
in gases was demonstrated shortly thereafter by Corkum [84℄. In the past years SCG inside
mirostrutured bers has been established as another pratial tehnique (see ited referenes
in [27℄).
3.1.4.2 Mehanism of superontinuum generation
Even though superontinua are reated routinely for use in broadband absorption experiments,
optial parametri ampliers or for optial pulse ompression [27℄, they are still not fully
understood. It is believed that the most important ontribution is strong self-phase modulation
(SPM) aompanied by self-steepening of the temporal envelope of the pulse [85℄, but four wave
mixing and stimulated Raman sattering also play a role. In bulk media, self-fousing (SF,
the spatial analogon to SPM) seems to be important as well, sine the SCG power threshold
orresponds to the ritial power for SF [86, 87℄. The very high intensities in the fous an lead
to the formation of free eletrons, either by multiphoton exitation (MPE) or by avalanhe
ionization, as was rst suggested by Bloembergen [88℄. In this model, the eletrons ontribute
negatively to the index of refration and thereby enhane SPM and prevent atastrophi self-
fousing at the same time. Also believed to be involved in SCG are pulse splitting, ross-phase
modulation, stimulated Raman emission and others (for a survey, see [82℄ and the speial
issue devoted to superontinuum generation [89℄). Both SPM and SF are onsequenes of
the intensity dependent refrative index n(I), i.e. the optial Kerr eet, that ours in all
transparent media:
n(I) = n0 + n2I. (3.16)
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3.1.4.3 Self-fousing
Self-fousing ours beause of the spatial (ideally: radial) intensity prole of the laser beam
and is illustrated in Fig. 3.17 for the ase of a Gaussian prole. The intensity prole leads to
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Figure 3.17: a) Intensity prole of a Gaussian laser beam. b) Illustration of the path of a laser
beam that enters a transparent medium. Red arrows indiate the weak power beam
path, whereas a high power beam will follow the path indiated by the green arrows.
a refrative index prole (the so alled Kerr-lens) that fouses the beam. For SF to our, the
Kerr-indued fousing must exeed the dirative eets, whih for w Gaussian beams [86℄
happens above the ritial power Pcrit of
Pcrit =
3.77λ2
8πn0n2
, (3.17)
where λ is the laser wavelength. The self-fousing distane zf (P ) is power-dependent,
zf (P ) =
0.367ka20
[(
√
P/Pcrit − 0.852)2 − 0.0219]1/2
, (3.18)
where P is the beam power, k = 2π/λo is the wave number, and a0 = D/2 is the input beam
radius at the 1/e level of the intensity. In experiments, usually an external lens of foal length
f is plaed before the medium to ahieve a redued eetive length (see Fig. 3.17 b)) via
1
zefff
=
1
zf
+
1
f
. (3.19)
The omplete ollapse of the fous does not our due to the ompeting mehanisms (see
above). For femtoseond pulses, it is believed that also the dispersion of the group veloity
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(GVD) plays an important role. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.18. The dierene in the group
t t
a) b)
Figure 3.18: a) Pulse with onstant frequeny. b) Pulse after passing through an optial
medium with GVD.
veloities at dierent wavelengths (red and blue in Fig. 3.18 b)) leads to a rearrangement
of frequenies in the pulse and a temporal broadening that prevents the omplete ollapse.
3.1.4.4 Self-phase modulation
Self-phase modulation (SPM) is the temporal equivalent of self-fousing. A laser pulse with a
temporal intensity distribution I(z, τ) propagating inside a Kerr medium aumulates a phase
modulation that is proportional to the gradient of the intensity distribution,
ω(z, τ) = ω0 − dΦ
dt
= ω0 − zω0n2
c
∂I(z, τ)
∂τ
, (3.20)
where Φ is the temporal phase and ω0 is the arrier frequeny. The situation is illustrated in
Fig. 3.19. In analogy to Raman lines, frequenies lower (higher) than ω0 are alled Stokes-
shifted (anti-Stokes-shifted). As evident from Eq. (3.20), the maximum frequeny shifts
are governed by the steepest inrease and derease of the intensity along the pulse. As a
onsequene of SPM, the anti-Stokes frequenies of the SC lag temporally behind the Stokes
frequenies.
The frequeny-broadening eet of SPM is enhaned by the so-alled self-steepening of the
pulse [90℄, whih leads to muh larger gradients or even the formation of a shok front with
orresponding larger intensity gradients. The asymmetri broadening of the pulse that is muh
broader on the anti-Stokes side in many ases, an be explained by the non-SPM eets [91℄.
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Figure 3.19: Mehanism for SPM of a Gaussian laser pulse: a) time-dependent non-linear
refrative index, b) time rate of frequeny shift, ) time-dependent eletrial eld.
3.1.4.5 Band gap dependene and onial emission
The spetral width of the SC depends strongly on the medium in whih it is generated. Brodeur
et al. [92℄ found that a band gap threshold exists for ontinuum generation, above whih the
spetral width inreases with inreasing band gap. The results indiate that in ondensed
bulk media free eletron formation by multiphoton ionization is important in limiting of self-
fousing and has a profound eet on SCG. They ould explain the surprisingly low beam
divergene of superontinua that were generated just above the power threshold.
Another harateristi of the SC is the angular distribution of frequenies or onial emis-
sion whih is responsible for the blue rim observed for visible light superontinua. Several
explanations have been involved, but so far no unifying piture has emerged. Most popular
are four-wave mixing [82℄ and the interpretation in terms of Cerenkov-radiation [93℄.
3.1.5 Pump-probe detetion sheme
Eletroni devies annot measure transient signals on the femtoseond time sale. Therefore,
ultrafast spetrosopy experiments are onduted using the pump-probe detetion sheme (or
equivalent variants). The priniple is shown in Fig. 3.20. First, an ultrafast pump pulse
exites the system under investigation oherently. This sets the temporal starting point t0
of the experiment. The state of the system at time t is then monitored by a delayed seond
probe pulse (that is usually muh weaker), where the delay is introdued via a variable hange
in the optial path length of the probe pulse.
The temporal resolution of the experiment is limited by the duration of the pulses and does
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Figure 3.20: Shemati view of the pump-probe priniple.
not depend on the eletroni response time of the detetor. It is desribed by the instrument
response funtion, whih is usually approximated by the intensity ross-orrelation funtion
CCF of the pump and probe pulses
CCF (t) =
∫
Ipump(t)Iprobe(t− τ)dτ. (3.21)
The omplete temporal evolution an be obtained by varying the probe's delay over the desired
range and by reording the system response to the probe pulse at eah time step.
Many dierent shemes have been realized experimentally, but time-resolved mass-spetro-
metry [94, 95℄, time-gated uoresene detetion by up-onversion [24, 96℄ and transient ab-
sorption [4, 97℄ (TA) are the most popular. The latter is used in this work.
In a typial TA experiment, a broadband SC probe pulse is foused into the exited sample
volume and the hange in optial density is reorded by spetrally resolved detetion of the
transmitted probe light in a spetrometer. The hanges in optial density are related to
population hanges in the ground and exited states via Beer's law. Figure 3.21 shows possible
ontributions to the TA signal. The pump pulse exites the moleules from the ground state
S0 to a higher eletroni state S1. The depopulation of the ground state due to the exitation
with the probe pulse gives rise to a hange in optial density alled ground state bleahing
(Fig. 3.21 a)). Transitions of the exited moleules to higher states indued by the probe
pulse are the so-alled exited state absorption (Fig. 3.21 b)), and the shifted absorption of
moleules that have relaxed to the vibrationaly hot levels of the ground state is alled hot
ground state absorption (Fig. 3.21 )). Further ontributions that lead to a hange in optial
density are uoresene and stimulated emission (Fig. 3.21 d)). TA is thus able to provide
very omprehensive information about the ultrafast dynamis of the seleted systems provided
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Figure 3.21: Shemati sketh of proesses that an ontribute to the TA signal: a) ground
state bleahing; b) exited state absorption; ) hot ground state absorption; d)
stimulated emission.
that the single ontributions are disentangled from the experimental data. Details of the TA
experiment and data aquisition proedures of this work will be given in Se. 3.2.
3.2 Experimental setup
The rst goal of this work was to set up a new experiment for the broadband detetion of ab-
sorbane hanges ourring during photo-indued ultrafast moleular proesses. As desribed
in the previous subsetion, probing transient absorption allows to gain information about the
dynamis in the exited state as well as the ooling dynamis in the ground state. However,
the assoiated absorbane hanges are quite often very small, sometimes less than one part per
thousand (10
−3
). Ahieving a suient sensitivity and reproduibility poses a major hallenge
and an only be obtained by using a probe-referene setup and appropriate data aquisition
routines. The seond issue onerns the spetral range of the broadband detetion, whih
depends ritially on the preise onditions of the superontinuum generation and requires ex-
perimental are. Finally, the temporal resolution of the apparatus must not be ompromised,
sine muh of the interesting dynamis ours within the rst pioseond after photoexita-
tion. This setion desribes the experimental setup and the proedures and data handling
that were hosen to ahieve these goals.
The dierent parts of the experimental setup are shown in the shemati sketh of Fig. 3.22.
In the following subsetions, details on the Ti:Sa laser, the pump pulse generation, the probe
pulse generation, the pump-probe setup, and the detetion of the data are given.
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Figure 3.22: Shemati setup of the transient absorption experiment.
3.2.1 Desription of the Ti:Sa laser
The CPA-2001 is a regeneratively amplied system with fs-seed pulses from an Er
3+
-doped
ber laser (SErF). The omplete laser system is built on two levels:
• bottom level:
 diode laser
 SErF (Erbium doped ber) ber osillator
 pulse strether
• top level:
 frequeny-doubled Nd:YAG pump laser
 regenerative amplier
 pulse ompressor
The SErF osillator is pumped by a diode laser at a wavelength of λ = 980 nm with a power
of 166 mW. It has a ring onguration that ontains optis for polarization ontrol, output
oupling and wavelength ontrol. A shemati view of the SErF osillator is shown in Fig.
3.23. The ontinuous wave pump light is oupled into the osillator via a Y-branh. Only
a part of the ber is Er
3+
doped and serves as ative laser medium, the rest of the ber
is undoped and ats as an additional Kerr medium. The polarization optis and insulator
provide so-alled polarization rotation mode-loking [98℄ (for a more detailed aount, see also
[99℄). The output pulses of the ber osillator are at a wavelength of λ ≈ 1550 nm with a
repetition rate of 35 MHz and 100 fs pulse duration. For use as seed pulses, the output of the
ber osillator is frequeny doubled to λ ≈ 775 nm with a periodially-poled LiNbO3 rystal,
with an energy of 100 pJ.
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Figure 3.23: Shemati view of the SErF osillator: WP = waveplates, PBS = polarization
beam splitter, BRF = birefringent lter.
The ampliation of the weak 775 nm seed pulse is performed via CPA. First the 100 fs-seed
pulse is strethed to 20 ps by means of a grating pair strether [100, 101℄ and then enters the
RGA avity situated on the top level (a photo of the top level is given in Fig. 3.24).
Nd:YAG
Ti:Sa
compressor
Figure 3.24: Photograph of the top level of the CPA-2001 laser system.
The Ti:Sa RGA laser medium is pumped by the output of a Q-swithed frequeny doubled
Nd:YAG laser whih in turn is pumped by a ash lamp. The Q-swith is triggered at about 1
kHz by a master signal that is derived from the output of a SErF osillator monitor photodiode
to ensure orret timing. The injetion of the seed pulse into the Ti:Sa rystal and the
ejetion of the amplied seed beam afterwards is ontrolled by a Pokels ell, whih ats
as an extremely fast eletro-optial light swith. The injetion is always orrelated with
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the population inversion indued by the Nd:YAG laser. The Pokels ell is also triggered
with respet to the master trigger by means of the driver unit DT-505, whih inludes two
important delays. The rst delay is used to injet the pulse into the ampliation avity.
The seond delay starts ejetions of the amplied pulse after a number of round trips in the
avity. The intensity inrease of the seed pulse an be seen in Fig. 3.25 (the so-alled regen-
trae). The pulse energy reahes saturation after four round-trips, and the pulse is oupled
out afterwards. Before exiting the laser system the horizontally polarized amplied seed pulses
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Figure 3.25: The so-alled regen-trae from the regenerative amplier. The four peaks represent
the gradual ampliation of the seed pulse in the avity. Only after saturation,
that orresponds to the fourth peak, the pulse is oupled out from the avity.
must be ompressed. More details of the RGA proess an be found in [99℄.
The harateristi parameters of the fundamental laser pulses generated with the Clark-
MXR CPA-2001 laser system are summarized in Table 3.2.1.
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Table 3.1: Operating parameters of the Clark-MXR CPA-2001 laser system.
Pulse energy 0.8 mJ
Pulse duration (FWHM) 210 fs
Wavelength 775 nm
Transverse mode TEM00
Repetition rate approximative 1 kHz
Polarization linear, horizontal
Energy stability < 1% rms
3.2.2 Pump pulse generation
For use as pump pulses, the fundamental pulses of the Clark-MXR CPA-2001 laser system
desribed in Se. 3.2.1 (λ = 775 nm, FWHM = 210 fs, pulse energy 200 µJ) are wavelength-
onverted using either SHG or a NOPA. The SHG is performed using type I phase mathing
in a BBO rystal with a thikness of 0.5 mm ut at θ = 29.8◦. The resulting pump pulse is
entered at 387 nm. Tunable pump pulses are generated with the NOPA setup shown in Fig.
3.26 [70℄. By reetion at the surfae of a quartz wedge a small part (≈ 1 - 2 µJ) is split o
the fundamental beam. For SCG it is foused with a lens (f = 50 mm) into a sapphire plate
with a thikness of 2.3 mm. The energy of the inident light an be ontrolled by a variable
aperture mounted in the beam path. For optimum stability and spetral shape of the SC, the
fous position an be adjusted by moving the sapphire plate with a translation stage. The SC
is ollimated with an ahromati lens (f = 30 mm), whih is also mounted on a translation
stage for a variation of the eetive foal length of the lens system. The beam diameter of the
remaining 98 % of the fundamental beam is redued with a telesope system onsisting of two
lenses (f = 250 mm and f = −200 mm). The beam is then frequeny-doubled in BBO (see
above) to provide pump pulses (387 nm, 60 µJ) for the NOPA. The pump beam is foused
into the NOPA rystal (BBO, ut angle θ = 32◦, d = 0.5 mm) with a sperial mirror (f = 350
mm). The SC ats as the NOPA seed pulse and an be delayed with respet to the pump pulse
by means of a translation stage. The pump and seed beams interset at an angle of 3.7
◦
inside
the NOPA rystal for simultaneous phase and group veloity mathing. The resulting NOPA
pulses have energies between 6 and 20 µJ and an be tuned within the white light range of
450 - 700 nm by varying the pump delay relative to the seed. The pulses are ompressed with
a prism ompressor to typial pulse durations of 40 - 80 fs. For use as exitation soure, the
energy of the NOPA pulses is typially redued to 0.2 - 0.5 µJ by a variable aperture.
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Figure 3.26: Shematial view of the non-ollinear optial parametri ampliation.
3.2.3 Probe pulse generation
Superontinuum generated for broadband detetion is arried out in the setup skethed in Fig.
3.27. The white light is generated in sapphire or CaF2. As before, the SC pump beam with
an energy of ≈ 1 µJ is generated by reetion o a quartz wedge surfae. For SCG in CaF2,
higher intensities between 2 - 3 µJ are required. This amount of energy is obtained by hanging
the angle of inidene onto the wedge from 45
◦
(as for sapphire) to approximately 23
◦
. Fine
tuning of the SC pump beam intensity an be ahieved by a variable aperture. Beause of the
lower damage threshold of CaF2, subsequent pulses have to hit dierent spots on the plate to
prevent material degradation. Therefore, the CaF2 is mounted in a home-built rotation stage.
A photograph is shown in Fig. 3.28. Smooth motion with low wobble is ahieved by using a
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Figure 3.27: Setup of the transient absorption experiment. I = variable diaphragm, M = o-axis paraboli mirror, BS = 5 mm
fused silia plate, L1: f = 50 mm for sapphire, f = 100 mm for CaF2, L2: f = 200 mm, L3: f = 100 mm, F1, F2
and F3 = lters, Sh 1, Sh 2 and Sh 3 = shutters.
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CaF2
Figure 3.28: Devie for rotation of the alium uoride plate.
double ball bearing. Typially, rotation frequenies higher than 50 Hz were used.
The position of the fous inside the optial material has a large inuene on the resulting
hirp, the spetral width and the pulse-to-pulse stability of the SC. Optimum SCG ours
for a fous position roughly half way inside. The position is adjusted by moving the fousing
lens (f = 50 mm for sapphire, f = 100 mm for CaF2) whih is mounted on a translation
stage. The fous position an be heked by visual inspetion, whih is also used to verify
that no multilament SCG is present. Observation of a projetion of the SC onto a sreen
provides a pratial riterion for its quality (see Fig. 3.29). The projetion should be spetrally
Figure 3.29: Photograph of a white light spot generated in sapphire.
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homogenous with a slight blue or purple rim for SCG in sapphire and CaF2, respetively.
As shown in Fig. 3.30 a), the utuations of the resulting SC translate into base line
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Figure 3.30: a) Typial stability of white light generated in sapphire (blak line) and alium
uoride (red line) when 7500 laser shots are averaged. b) Stability of white light
generated in sapphire when 4800 laser shots are averaged, under perfetly opti-
mized onditions.
utuations of the absorbane hanges of about 10−4 when the typial data aquisition times
are used (or even lower as presented in Fig. 3.30 b)).
Figure 3.31 shows the typial spetra of the SC probe light generated in sapphire and CaF2.
The spetra are lipped at 700 nm by a ut-o lter (Edmund Optis) in the beam path to
prevent damage of the CCD-detetor and data overow. For optimum spatial harateristis
of the SC, the entral part of the beam is ut out using a variable aperture. The ollimation
of the SC is performed using either an ahromati lens (f = 30 mm) or an o-axis paraboli
mirror (Melles Griot, f = 59.7 mm), whih are plaed on a translation stage for adjustment of
the eetive foal length. Although adjustment of the ahromati lens proved muh easier, the
additional optial material in the beam path (≈ 11 mm quartz glass) leads to a large inrease
of the SC hirp and was not used in later experiments.
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Figure 3.31: Normalized white light spetra generated in sapphire (red line) and alium uo-
ride (blak line). For the CaF2 superontinuum an additional BG 18 lter redues
the intensity above 600 nm.
3.2.4 fs-pump-probe-setup
The transient absorption experiments were performed with a setup skethed shematially in
Fig. 3.27.
To ahieve a suient sensitivity for the detetion of the absorbane hanges, it is neessary
to minimize the eets of the shot-to-shot utuations of the SC. This is done by generating
a probe and a referene beam from the reetions of the SC at the front and bak surfae of a
5 mm plane-parallel fused silia plate (Laseroptik), respetively. The probe-referene beams
and the pump beam impinge on the sample at a non-ollinear angle of approximately 5
◦
. The
pump beam is foused with a f = 200 mm lens to a diameter of ≈ 200 µm inside the sample.
There it is overlapped with the probe beam whih has a smaller diameter (typially 100 - 160
µm). The referene beam passes through a dierent sample volume and must not overlap with
the pump beam in the ell. The pump pulse is delayed with respet to the probe pulse with
an optial delay line onsisting of a retro-reetor (Melles Griot) and a omputer-ontrolled
translation stage (Physik Instrumente, M-126.CG) with a resolution of 0.1 µm (equalling 0.33
fs). The maximum possible delay variation is 166 ps.
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The sample ell is essentially a hannel in a teon disk enlosed between two sapphire
windows. A phototograph of the home-made ell is displayed in Fig. 3.32 a), Fig. 3.32 b)
shows a ross setion of the design. The sapphire windows have a thikness of 0.2 mm and
Figure 3.32: a) Photograph of the sample ell. b) Cross setion of the sample ell.
the optial path length of the ell is 1 mm. The miniaturized design allows for a omplete
exhange of the sample solution in the probe volume between two subsequent laser shots, i.e.
within 1 ms. The solution is pumped through the ell by a peristalti pump (Ismate, Reglo
Analog MS-2/6) with a typial ow rate of 10 - 12 ml/min.
After the sample, the probe and referene beam pass a perisope for rotation of their prop-
agation plane from horizontal to vertial and are foused with an ahromati lens (f = 100
mm) onto the entrane slit of an imaging spetrograph (L.O.T.-Oriel GmbH, MS261i). At
the exit slit of the spetrograph, the spetra are imaged onto a 1024 × 127 pixel array of a
CCD amera (L.O.T.-Oriel GmbH, B401-UV) whih provides simultaneous detetion of both
spetra. The data aquisition is desribed in the next setion.
3.3 Data aquisition
The readout of the CCD-array as well as the translation stage, the various shutters et. are
ontrolled by a LabView program on a PC [102℄. To obtain the probe and referene spetra,
vertial binning is performed for the respetive traks. Figure 3.33 illustrates the proedure.
Binning is along the diretion indiated by the arrows. Both spetra are then read as a
line of 1 D data. Sine the binning proess takes roughly 4 ms, the probe and referene
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Figure 3.33: Image of the dispersed probe and referene traks on the CCD detetor.
beams have to be bloked during readout. This is done with a mehanial shutter (Eletro-
Optial Produts Corp.) (Sh 1 in Fig. 3.27). Eah of the reorded spetra is aumulated
on the CCD for typially between 100 and 300 laser shots (i.e. 0.1 - 0.3 s) before readout.
Calibration of the spetrometer is performed with the light of a merury pen-ray lamp (L.O.T.
Oriel GmbH). Figure 3.34 shows the pen-ray spetrum whih allows wavelength alibration
over the wavelength range from 300 - 600 nm. Alternatively, alibration an be performed by
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Figure 3.34: Spetral lines of the pen-ray lamp used for wavelength alibration.
putting dierent interferene lters into the SC beam path. Figure 3.35 shows that the relation
between pixel position and wavelength is almost perfetly linear in the entire wavelength range
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(interferene lters entered at λ = 486, 503.8 and 645 nm were used).
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Figure 3.35: Wavelength alibration using the pen-ray lamp and interferene lters.
The ratio of the probe and referene spetra reorded at the delay time t, Ipr(λ, t) and
Iref (λ, t), is proportional to the transient transmittane T (λ, τ),
Ipr(λ, t)
Iref (λ, t)
= c · T (λ, t), (3.22)
where the fator  takes are of experimental parameters suh as the beam splitter harater-
istis, position-dependent detetor sensitivity and so on. To aommodate for possible drifts
in the SC over time, for eah delay the transient transmittane with bloked pump beam,
T0(λ, t)
2
, is also reorded. The relative transmission
Tr(λ, t) =
T (λ, t)
T0(λ, t)
(3.23)
2T0(λ, t) is not expliitly delay-dependent sine the pump is bloked. However, if there is a spetral drift of
the SC during a full experiment, it beomes impliitly dependent on t.
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is related to the hange in optial density (or the transient absorbane) via
A(λ, t) = − log Tr(λ, t) = − log
(
T (λ, t)
T0(λ, t)
)
. (3.24)
When the intensities of the ambient bakground, uoresene light and sattered light from
the pump beam are also taken into aount, the transient absorbane has to be alulated
from
A(λ, t) = − log
(
Iref0 (λ, t)− Irefb (λ, t)
Ipr0 (λ, t)− Iprb (λ, t)
· I
pr(λ, t)− Iprf (λ, t)
Iref (λ, t)− Ireff (λ, t)
)
, (3.25)
where Iprb (λ, t) and I
ref
b (λ, t) are the bakground probe and referene spetra (no pump, no
probe and referene beam) and Iprf (λ, t) and I
ref
f (λ, t) are the spetra reorded with bloked
probe and referene beams. To inrease the sensitivity of the experiment, usually 5000 -
10000 laser shots at eah delay are aumulated in the omputer memory for the alulation
of A(λ, t).
3.3.1 Data tting proedure
The transient absorption data values at the wavelength λi (i = 1, ..., Nλ) and at the delay
time tj (j = 1, ..., Nt) make up a two dimensional data matrix Aij = A(λi, tj). The aim of
the data analysis is to disentangle the ontributions that arise from the dierent speies and
proesses and to determine the speies assoiated spetra and their kinetis. In the absene
of prior knowledge, e.g. about a partiular kineti model, the ommon pratie is to desribe
the transient absorption proles at a single wavelength with a suient number of exponential
deays,
Aλ(t) =
∑
i
ai exp[−(t− t0i)/τi], (3.26)
where the τi are the deay times, the ai are the amplitudes and the t0i are the wavelength-
dependent time zero osets due to the SC hirp.
Equation (3.26) does not take into aount the limited temporal resolution of the experiment,
whih is desribed by the so-alled instrument response funtion (IRF). Mathematially, this
is desribed by a onvolution of the ideal time prole with the IRF. If the IRF is a Gaussian,
this gives
Aλ(t) =
1
2
∑
i
ai exp
(
1
2
σ2IRF
τ 2i
− t− t0i
τi
) (
1− erf
{[
σ2IRF
τi
− (t− t0i)
]
1√
2σIRF
})
. (3.27)
Although the IRF width parameter σIRF an in priniple be treated as a free tting parameter,
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this an give erroneous results if the fastest deay time and σIRF have similar values. It is
therefore important to have at least an estimate for the orret value, whih an be obtained
from the ross-orrelation of the pump and probe pulses. The detailed proedure is desribed
in the next hapter. The next issue with Eq. (3.27) is that data without oherent ontributions
from the solvent and bakground are assumed. This an be ahieved if these ontributions are
determined in a separate experiment and then subtrated from the measured optial density
hanges.
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The hapter is organized as follows: In Se. 4.1, results on XPM, time-zero orretion, SRA
and ISRS are presented and are used to assess the experimental setup used in this work.
On the basis of these results an optimized experimental proedure is developed. Setion
4.2 ontains results on the ultrafast isomerization of azobenzene, whih has been subjet of
onsiderable sienti interest for many years. Azobenzene is ideally suited as a test system,
sine literature data exist for omparison, and the TA of azobenzene is very demanding as
regards the temporal resolution and sensitivity of the apparatus. In Se. 4.3 preliminary
results on the photoisomerization of Z-Aberhrome 540 are presented whih indiate that the
dynamis our on a sub-pioseond time-sale.
4.1 Charaterization of the fs-pump-probe transient
absorption spetrometer
Several aspets have been negleted in the desription of the data treatment and the tting
proedures given in the previous setion. First, the superontinuum is hirped due to the self-
phase modulation in the SCG step and the group veloity dispersion whih arises in the SCG
material, all optial omponents, the sample ell windows and the sample itself. Therefore,
dierent SC wavelengths enter the sample at dierent times and a so alled time-zero orretion
proedure has to be applied. Seond, there are additional ontributions to the signal that are
generated by the interation of the pump and probe pulses during the temporal overlap of
both pulses. These are known as TA artifats or oherent ontributions. They typially
have a duration omparable to the pump-probe ross-orrelation and an lead to an unwanted
derease in temporal resolution. The most signiant oherent ontributions are from ross-
phase modulation (XPM), stimulated Raman ampliation (SRA) and two-photon absorption
(TPA). Third, long lasting osillatory ontributions to the signal may arise from low-frequeny
vibration of the solvent exited by the pump pulse, the so alled impulsive stimulated Raman
sattering (ISRS). All of these ontributions must be determined rst so that they an be
subtrated. As will be shown below, indispensable information that haraterizes the setup,
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e.g. with respet to the SC hirp, an be gained in this way.
The general theoretial bakground for non-linear spetrosopy laid down by Mukamel [97℄
has been used by Ernsting and o-workers in several papers [103, 104℄ to develop a general
formalism of pump-probe transient absorption spetrosopy. Suh a detailed theoretial de-
sription is however, beyond the sope of this thesis. Instead, a phenomenologial approah,
similar in spirit to Refs. [105, 106, 107, 108℄, will be taken, using only the results of the above
referenes [103, 104℄.
4.1.1 Cross-Phase Modulation and time-zero orretion
4.1.1.1 Bakground
For the remainder of this hapter the pump pulse is assumed to be a non-hirped Gaussian
with an eletrial eld,
Ep(t) = ap exp
(
− t
2
2τ 2p
+ iωpt
)
, (4.1)
of amplitude ap, temporal width τp, and at a enter frequeny of ωp. For the probe, a linearly
hirped SC pulse of Gaussian shape is assumed:
Epr(t) = apr exp
[
− t
2
2τ 2pr
+ i(Ωprt + βt
2)
]
. (4.2)
The broadband superontinuum is haraterized by its enter frequeny Ωpr, its temporal
width τpr and the hirp rate β. The hirp rate determines the size of the linear hirp and has
the dimension of fs
−2
. Small values of β orrespond to a large hirp and larger values of β to
a smaller hirp. Although the natural variable for the experiment is wavelength, the ommon
desription of the phenomena is in frequeny spae, for whih
Epr(ωpr) = τpr
√
2π/α exp
[−τ 2pr(ωpr − Ωpr)2/2α] , (4.3)
where α = 1 − 2iβτ 2pr and ωpr is the probe pulse frequeny. As a onsequene of the hirp,
the probe pulse has an instantaneous frequeny whih is time dependent. This means that in
the sample, dierent frequeny omponents of the SC pulse interat with the pump pulse at
dierent delay times. This is desribed by the time-zero funtion:
t0(ωpr) = (ωpr − Ωpr)/2β. (4.4)
Knowledge of the time zero-funtion allows one to time-orret the experimental data to a
ommon zero-delay for all wavelengths.
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The total delay td(ω) is just the sum of the experimental delay td and the time-zero funtion
t0(ω),
td(ωpr) = td + t0(ωpr). (4.5)
The oherent interation between probe and pump pulses at zero delay leads to the so-alled
ross-phase modulation (XPM) that ontributes to the TA signal. The physial origin of the
XPM is the modiation of the refrative index by the pump pulse via the optial Kerr eet
(see Eq. (3.16)), whih is experiened by the SC probe during the temporal overlap with the
pump pulse and originates in the ell windows and in the solvent. Figure 4.1 shows the XPM
alulated for dierent probe wavelengths via [103℄
∆D(ωpr, td) ≈ Deo exp
[
− [td + t0(ωpr)]
2
τ 2p
]
× sin
[
1
2βτ 2p
− [td + t0(ωpr)]
2
βτ 4p
− t0(ωpr)[td + t0(ωpr)]
βτ 2prτ
2
p
]
, (4.6)
using a pump pulse entered at ωp = 3.943 fs
−1
, a temporal width of the pump pulse τp =
50 fs, and a probe pulse entered at Ωpr = 3.754 fs
−1
with a temporal width τpr = 250 fs
and a hirp rate β = 3.9×10−4 fs−2. The blue line represents the ross-orrelation funtion
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Figure 4.1: Simulated XPM signals for a linearly hirped probe pulse. The following parameters
are used: ωp = 3.943 fs
−1
, τp = 50 fs, Ωpr = 3.754 fs
−1
, τpr = 250 fs, β = 3.9×10−4
fs
−2
.
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between pump and probe pulses. Several points are worth noting: First, the time-zero funtion
(Eq. (4.4)) auses the maximum of the XPM t0 shift in time with wavelength. Seond, the
maxima of the XPM and the ross-orrelation funtion almost oinide, and the XPM and
the ross-orrelation are of omparable width. In the ase of a fast hirp rate, 2βτ 2pr1, the
ross orrelation width τcc is equal to the pump pulse duration. Third, the XPM is w shaped
for a positive hirp (this is reversed for a negative hirp), and the temporal integral at eah
wavelength is equal to zero, sine no absorption takes plae. For the simulation, the amplitude
of the XPM, whih inreases with inreasing hirp and dereasing wavelength, Deo of Eq. (4.6)
was set onstant. The nal point regards the pump intensity dependene of the XPM. Sine
the Kerr eet depends on intensity, it is obvious that the XPM amplitude is also proportional
to the pump intensity.
4.1.1.2 Results
Cross-phase modulation (XPM) measurements were performed to haraterize the experi-
mental setup in its initial and hirp-optimized form for superontinua generated in 2.3 mm
sapphire and 2 mm CaF2 plates. The typial pump diameter inside the ell was about 200
µm in all ases, the diameter of the SC probe and referene beams was in the range between
100 - 160 µm. Compressed NOPA pump pulses (≈ 75 fs FWHM) and transform-limited SHG
pump pulses were used. Experiments were performed for generating XPM in the sapphire ell
windows (d = 0.2 mm) alone and for XPM from the omplete ell with dierent solvents. The
detailed results presented below highlight the spei dependenies of the XPM and the SC
hirp on the experimental onditions, whih were used as guides for the optimization of the
experiment.
(i) As a rst ase, the superontinuum probe pulse generated in CaF2 was studied. The SC
was generated in a rotating CaF2 plate (2 mm thikness) from 775 nm pulses with 2.5 µJ pulse
energy. To ollimate the SC an ahromati lens (f = 30 mm, entral thikness = 10.9 mm) was
used. The pump pulse was a ompressed NOPA pulse (FWHM = 75 fs) with a pulse energy of
0.15 µJ and entered at 478 nm. For detetion, the SC spetrum (see Fig. 4.4 a)) was lipped
on both sides using BG18 and OG515 (Shott) lters. The delay was varied in 86 steps of 15
fs. The pump and probe pulses overlap for generation of the XPM in a sapphire window of
0.2 mm thikness. Figure 4.2 shows a ontour plot of the transient hanges in optial density
A(λ, t). The olor oding for the optial density hanges is from -4×10−3 (dark blue) to 5×10−3
(red). The only ontribution to A(λ, t) is from XPM. The XPM ontribution has positive and
negative amplitudes (red and blue, respetively) and an learly be distinguished from the
bakground (green). The wavelength dependene of the time-zero delay an learly be seen:
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Figure 4.2: Contour plot representation of the XPM signal generated in a 0.2 mm sapphire
window. The probe pulse is CaF2-SC, the pump pulse is a ompressed NOPA pulse
entered at 478 nm (E478nm= 0.15 µJ).
at short wavelengths the XPM ours at τ ≈ 0 ps (upper left orner), at larger wavelengths,
it ours at positive delays up to τ ≈ 0.8 ps. The amplitude of the positive maximum of the
XPM is largest at short wavelengths. The overall behavior of the XPM is very similar to the
simulation of Fig. 4.1. The harateristi w shape of the signal, and the asymmetry at the
long wavelengths are reprodued. The amplitude of the maximum dereases with inreasing
wavelength. The position of the maximum shifts in time, reeting the hirp of the SC pulse,
and nearly oinides with the maximum of the pump-probe ross-orrelation. The widths of
the XPM signal and the pump-probe ross-orrelation are almost idential.
Figure 4.3 shows uts of A(λ, t) at six xed wavelengths. The red lines represent ts to the
XPM by Eq. (4.6), the blue lines are the pump-probe ross-orrelations. A linear hirp rate
of β = 4.2 × 10−4 fs−2, a probe pulse width of τpr= 120 fs, a probe enter wavelength of 502
nm (Ωpr = 3.757 fs
−1
), and a pump enter wavelength of 478 nm (ωp = 3.943 fs
−1
) were used.
These parameters were all kept onstant for all wavelengths. The tting parameters were the
time-zero, the pump pulse temporal width τp and the XPM amplitude.
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Figure 4.3: XPM signal generated in a 0.2 mm sapphire window. The CaF2-SC was foused
with an ahromati lens. The red urves represent the t of the XPM signal
for linearly hirped probe pulse. The blue urves represent the pump-probe ross-
orrelation. See also text.
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Figure 4.4: a) Experimental CaF2-SC spetrum when using BG18 and OG515 lters, b) wave-
length dependene of time-zero funtion t0, ) ross-orrelation width τcc and d)
amplitude of the XPM signal generated in a 0.2 mm sapphire window.
As an be seen from Fig. 4.3 the XPM an be desribed well with the hosen set of onstant
parameters for all six wavelengths. The results of the ts are summarized in Fig. 4.4. Part a)
shows the spetrum of the CaF2-SC. The wavelength dependene of the time-zero funtion t0 is
shown in part b). The values of t0 are represented by triangles and were obtained diretly from
A(λ, t) by taking the position of the maximum of the XPM feature at the desired wavelength.
The solid blak line represents a desription of the time-zero funtion aording to Eq. (4.4),
with β = 4.2 × 10−4 fs−2. A omparison of the time-zero values shows a good agreement (a
maximum deviation of ≈ 8 fs is found). This is expeted on the basis of Eq. (4.6), whih
predits a maximum of the XPM at td = t0. Sine Eq. 4.6 is valid for linearly hirped pulses it
follows that the hirp of the SC is almost linear. Part ) of Fig. 4.4 shows the ross-orrelation
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width τcc, whih was set to the value of τp from the ts assuming the fast hirp rate ondition.
The ross-orrelation width only hanges very little (from τcc ≈ 83 fs at λprobe = 500 nm to
τcc ≈ 65 fs at λprobe = 620 nm). The average value of 74 fs agrees well with the value obtained
by autoorrelation of the ompressed NOPA pump pulse (75 fs) (see Fig. 4.5). Part d) of Fig.
4.4 shows the amplitude of the XPM. The amplitude shows a derease with inreasing probe
wavelength.
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Figure 4.5: Autoorrelation funtion of the NOPA pulse λpump = 478 nm (irles) together
with a Gaussian t (red line).
(ii) As seond ase, SCG in sapphire was studied. Almost 1 µJ of 775 nm pulses were foused
with a lens (f = 50 mm) into a 2.3 mm thik sapphire plate and a ompressed NOPA pump
pulse entered at 466 nm with a temporal width of 75 fs (FWHM) was used. The probe and
pump beam were overlapped inside the sample ell lled with CCl4. A smaller pump energy
of 0.45 µJ was hosen to minimize any unwanted ontribution of ISRS from the solvent.
To minimize the amount of dispersive material in the SC optial path, its ollimation was
performed with an o-axis paraboli mirror (see Se. 3.2.4). The SC was lipped with BG18
and OG515 lters. Figure 4.6 shows a ontour plot of the hange in optial density A(λ, t) of
the experimental data, measured at 30 delays with steps of 10 fs. The range is from -1×10−3
(blue) to +1×10−3 (red). The XPM ontribution an be seen in the delay range between -0.1
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Figure 4.6: Contour plot representation of the XPM signal generated in pure CCl4. The probe
pulse is sapphire-SC, the pump pulse is a ompressed NOPA pulse entered at 466
nm (Ep= 0.45 µJ)
to 0.15 ps with the lowest delay values for the shorter wavelengths. The delay position of the
XPM maximum hanges by only 0.1 ps over the wavelength range of λ = 500 - 630 nm. From
λ = 575 nm to λ = 630 nm the time zero delay stays nearly onstant. The amplitude of the
XPM is muh redued in omparison to Fig. 4.2 and is smaller at long wavelengths at whih
the negative parts of the XPM signal are hardly reognizable from the bakground. As above,
uts at xed wavelengths were tted aording to Eq. (4.6) using as xed parameters: hirp
rate β = 1.8 × 10−3 fs−2, entral probe wavelength λprobe= 505 nm (Ωpr = 3.7313 fs−1) and
probe duration τpr= 120 fs. Cuts and ts at six seleted wavelengths are displayed in Fig. 4.7.
The typial shape of the XPM an be seen at all wavelengths. The amplitude of the positive
maxima is low, dereasing from +1.2×10−3 at λ = 505 nm to +0.6×10−3 at λ = 560 nm. The
points are the time-zero delay for the probe wavelengths, the red lines represent ts to the
XPM by Eq. (4.6), the blue lines are the pump-probe ross-orrelations. The ts desribe the
XPM data fairly well for all six hosen wavelengths.
Figure 4.8 summarizes the results and shows the experimental spetrum of the sapphire SC
(in part a)). Part b) shows the time-zero funtion (where the delay values were determined
as above). Part ) of Fig. 4.8 shows the ross-orrelation width τcc, whih was also set to the
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Figure 4.7: XPM signal generated in pure CCl4. The sapphire-SC was foused with an o-axis
paraboli mirror. The red urves represent the t of the XPM signal for a linearly
hirped probe pulse. The blue urves represent the pump-probe ross-orrelation.
For the t parameters, see text.
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value of τp from the ts. The ross-orrelation width only hanges very little (from τcc ≈ 85 fs
at λprobe = 500 nm to τcc ≈ 65 fs at λprobe = 680 nm). The amplitude of the XPM is displayed
in part d).
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Figure 4.8: a) Experimental sapphire-SC spetrum when using BG18 and OG515 lters, b)
wavelength dependene of time-zero funtion t0, ) ross-orrelation width τcc, d)
amplitude of XPM signal generated in CCl4.
In Fig. 4.9 a third order polynomial t of the time-zero funtion is ompared to a linear
t, sine there are lear deviation from linearity. The points are the time zero delay for eah
wavelength, the red line is the linear t and the blue line a third order polynomial. It an
be seen that the non-linear ontribution should be taken into aount for a best time-zero
orretion.
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Figure 4.9: Time-zero funtion obtained from XPM signal generated in CCl4. The red line
represents the linear t and the blue line is the t with a third order polynomial.
(iii) The third set of data is representative for experiments that use exitation in the UV
with SHG pump pulses at 387 nm, using the hirp optimized setup. The SHG pump pulses
are temporally broader than the ompressed NOPA pulses, but are unlikely to be hirped.
The data were treated as desribed above. Figure 4.10 shows the experimental data, whih
were taken at delay steps of 15 fs. The SC was lipped to a usable wavelength range of 470 nm
to 700 nm by use of a BG38 lter (Shott) and a ut o lter (Edmund Optis). The range
is from -3.2×10−3 (blue) to +3.2×10−3 (red). The amplitude of the XPM is signiant only
at small wavelengths (by omparison, it is very hardly visible at longer wavelengths). The
time zero delay hanges by approximatively 0.25 ps over the entire wavelength range, with
the lowest delay values for the shorter wavelengths. The temporal width of the XPM feature
is inreased by omparison to Fig. 4.2 and 4.6. The ts at seleted wavelengths displayed
in Fig. 4.11 were performed with a xed hirp rate of β = 1.8 × 10−3 fs−2, a entral probe
wavelength of λprobe = 495 nm (Ωpr = 3.832 fs
−1
) and a probe width τpr = 120 fs. As before, the
amplitude of the XPM dereases for the longer wavelength. The typial XPM shape is again
reprodued. The reversal of the asymmetry on both sides of the probe entral wavelength and
the symmetri shape at λ = 495 nm an be seen. The inreased pulse width of the pump
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Figure 4.10: Contour plot representation of the XPM signal generated in pure ethanol. The
probe pulse is the sapphire-SC, the pump pulse is SHG entered at 387nm (E387nm
= 0.65 µJ)
pulse is immediately disernible in the broader XPM features. The quality of the ts is as
good as above. The experimental SC spetrum, time-zero values, and XPM amplitudes are
shown in Fig. 4.12. The time zero delay values displayed in part b) (triangles) were tted
with a third-order polynomial (blak line) and no satisfatory linear t ould be ahieved. The
derease of the XPM amplitude towards longer wavelengths an be see in part ).
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Figure 4.11: XPM signal generated in pure ethanol. The sapphire-SC was foused with an
o-axis paraboli mirror. The red urves represent the t of the XPM signal for
a linearly hirped probe pulse. The blue urves represent the pump-probe ross-
orrelation. For the t parameters, see text.
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Figure 4.12: a)Experimental sapphire-SC spetrum when using BG38 and ut o 700 lters,
b) wavelength dependene of time-zero funtion t0, ) amplitude of XPM signal
generated in a 0.2 mm sapphire window.
(iv) The nal point regards the pump intensity dependene of the XPM amplitude. The
pump energy was varied by means of dierent neutral lters plaed in the optial path of the
pulse. Figure 4.13 shows the XPM amplitude in pure hexane at four seleted wavelengths for
pump energies of 0.58, 0.85, 1 and 1.2 µJ (NOPA pump pulse at 466 nm, FWHM = 75 fs )
with everything else kept onstant (blak squares). The intensities were determined with a
LM-1 detetor (Coherent). The lines in Fig. 4.13 indiate linear ts of the observed power
dependene. The XPM amplitude inreases linearly with the pump energy and dereases
approximately by a fator of 5 going from a probe wavelength of 500 nm to 580 nm. Figure
4.14 summarizes the results on the superontinuum hirp and the time-zero behavior for the
experimental onditions. The data for the CaF2-superontinuum in the hirp-redued setup
were provided by A. Petter [109℄ and show the lowest hirp of all data.
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Figure 4.13: Dependene of the XPM signal generated in hexane on the pump energy (λpump=
466 nm) for dierent probe wavelengths. The pump energy was varied using
dierent neutral lters (NG11, NG5 and NG4) from 0.58 µJ to 1.2 µJ .
In Table 4.1 the results obtained from the ts of Eq. 4.6 to the XPM are summarized.
Table 4.1: Fit results of XPM signal generated for dierent experimental onditions.
White light fous sample Ω2 / τ2 / β / λpump τ1 /
ondition fs
−1
fs fs
−2
nm fs
CaF2 lens 0.2 mm sapphire 3.75 120 4.2×10−4 478 62 - 82
sapphire lens pure hexane 3.75 120 3.9×10−4 478 65 - 85
sapphire mirror pure CCl4 3.73 120 1.8×10−3 466 65 - 85
sapphire mirror pure ethanol 3.83 120 1.8×10−3 387 82 - 99
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Figure 4.14: Time-zero behavior for SC generated in sapphire (blue lines and symbols) and
CaF2 (red lines and symbols) for dierent fousing: squares for use of an ahro-
mati lens and stars for the o-axis paraboli mirror.
4.1.2 Stimulated Raman Ampliation
4.1.2.1 Bakground
The stimulated Raman eet ours by the oherent interation of the pump and probe beam
in a medium with a vibrational resonane at the pump-probe dierene frequeny. On the
Stokes side, ωvib = ωp − ωS must be fullled, where ωp is the pump frequeny, and ωS is
equal to the Stokes frequeny (whih is from the probe beam). The oherent exitation of the
transition, whih is seeded by the probe photon at ωS, leads to the emission of the photons at
the Stokes frequeny, i. e. to a negative ontribution to the hange in optial density at ωS (on
the anti-Stokes side, a positive signal is generated). For strong Raman modes, the stimulated
Raman ampliation (SRA) signal an be muh higher than the XPM signal and an provide
the pump-probe ross-orrelation at the Stokes frequenies. Sine in the TA detetion the
signal is spetrally dispersed, phase information about the pump pulse an also be gained
(ompare with paragraph on FROG pulse haraterization in Se. 3.1.2).
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4.1.2.2 Results
Sine the proess of SRA is not the main fous of this work, results are given only for one
example ase and are disussed qualitatively. Figure 4.15 shows the hange in optial density
in pure hexane for exitation with a NOPA pulse entered at 478 nm (part a) and b)) and at
466 nm (part ) and d)), using four dierent settings of the pulse ompressor. The stimulated
Raman signal an be seen as large negative ontribution (blue olors) at a wavelength of
about 540 - 550 nm. The XPM ontribution is strongest at small wavelengths and has a
muh smaller amplitude (approximately by a fator of 5-6) ompared to the SRA signal. The
dierent shapes of the SRA ontributions in the dierent part of Fig. 4.15 an be learly seen.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of dierent SRA proles for a) and b) an inhomogeneous NOPA
pulse, ) and d) a homogeneous NOPA pulse.
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Intensity autoorrelation funtions (ACFs) of the pump pulses were obtained with the APE
autoorrelator. Figure 4.16 a)-d) shows the raw data (blak squares) and the ACFs as red
lines.
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Figure 4.16: Autoorrelation funtion of the pump pulses (measured with the APE autoorre-
lator) used for generation of the SRA signals. The pulse widths (FWHM) are: a)
98fs, b) 59 fs, ) 75 fs, d) 85 fs.
The autoorrelation funtion (ACF) in all ases an be desribed well with a Gaussian, even
though dierent pulse widths have to be used. On the basis of the ACFs, one would onlude
that the best ompressor setting was hosen in ase b). For suh a perfetly ompressed pulse,
a Gaussian shape is expeted spetrally and temporally, and the same should be true for the
shape of the SRA signal if the hirp of the SC light is negleted. As an be seen in Fig.
4.15, the best approximation to a Gaussian shape in time and spetrum is not found for the
ase b), but for ase ), the other ases show lear deviations. The pulse width extrated
from the SRA signal τFWHM= 72 fs oinides with the ACF width in ase ) of Fig. 4.16.
The results show that the parameters from the ACF of ompressed NOPA pulses have to be
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regarded as approximate. In partiular, Gaussian-shaped ACFs an our even for over- or
underompressed hirped pulses. As a onsequene, for experiments with ompressed NOPA
pulses, the pump pulse harateristis and ompressor settings were heked qualitatively by
inspetion of the generated SRA signal whenever possible.
Figure 4.17 ompares the SRA signal in pure n-hexane and the spetrum of the pump
pulse. The SRA spetrum was obtained by temporal integration of the TA signal around
time-zero to remove the XPM ontribution, the pump pulse spetrum was reorded with a
CCD spetrometer (APE). The almost idential spetral shape is obvious, and the spetral
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Figure 4.17: The generated SRA signal in pure n-hexane and as inset the spetrum of the 466
nm pump pulse (measured with APE CCD spetrometer).
shift from ≈ 466 nm to ≈ 535 nm orresponds to a Raman line at ≈ 2770 m−1 whih an
be attributed to the Raman-ative C-H strething mode found at 2876 m
−1
in spontaneous
Raman spetra of hexane. The slight shift of the frequeny an be explained by non-linear
eets in the medium [110℄.
Sine subtration of the stimulated Raman ontribution is diult, the pump power depen-
dene of its amplitude was heked. The amplitudes at the maximum of the SRA at λ = 535
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nm are shown in Fig. 4.18. The amplitudes show a linear power dependene in aord with
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Figure 4.18: Dependene of the SRA signal from pure n-hexane on the pump energy (λpump =
466 nm) at λprobe = 535 nm.
the theory. The relative strength of the SRA signal with respet to the genuine TA signal
annot be hanged by a simple pump power variation.
4.1.3 Impulsive Stimulated Raman Sattering
4.1.3.1 Bakground
Impulsive stimulated Raman sattering (ISRS) is the time analog of the SRA signal, whih
ours if the spetral bandwidth of the pump pulse exeeds the frequeny of a Raman ative
mode of the medium. In this ase, the pump pulse ontains photons at the pump and the
Stokes frequeny and will exite the respetive vibrations oherently [111℄. The eet will
lead to damped osillations in the TA signal that orrespond to a superposition of all exited
Raman modes. At time-zero, i.e. for overlapping pump-probe pulses, the signal has the same
shape as the XPM.
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4.1.3.2 Results
Figure 4.19 shows the TA signal of pure CCl4 obtained from NOPA exitation at 466 nm, τ
= 70 fs (FWHM of the autoorrelation funtion). At delays between τ ≈ 0.1 ps for λ = 480
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Figure 4.19: Contour plot representation of the XPM and ISRS signal generated in pure CCl4.
The probe pulse is sapphire-SC, the pump pulse is a ompressed NOPA pulse
entered at 466 nm (Ep = 0.65 µJ)
nm and τ ≈ 0.25 ps for λ = 640 nm, the XPM ontribution an be seen. At larger delays, the
hange in optial density shows osillations whih are best visible for the short wavelengths
and persist up to delays of 2 ps. Figure 4.20 shows uts of the TA signal at four wavelengths.
The osillatory behavior of the ISRS ontributions an be seen best for λ = 500 nm. The initial
behavior is given by the typial XPM signal in eah ase. The amplitude of the osillations
dereases with inreasing detuning from the pump wavelength. A quantitative desription of
the data following the treatment outlined in Kovalenko [103℄ was not performed. Instead, the
frequenies of the exited Raman modes were obtained by performing a Fourier transform of
the signal at 500 nm. The resulting power spetrum is displayed in Fig. 4.21. Although the
resolution is low, three modes at 224 m
−1
, 322 m
−1
, 474 m
−1
an be diserned.
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Figure 4.20: XPM and ISRS signals of pure CCl4 for dierent probe wavelengths.
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Figure 4.21: Fourier spetra of the ISRS osillations generated in pure CCl4.
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4.1.4 Conlusions and impliations for the design of the TA setup
From the viewpoint of the experimenter, ross-phase modulation, stimulated Raman sattering
and impulsive stimulated Raman sattering are unwanted ontributions that deteriorate the
performane of the experiment by dereasing the temporal resolution and that might obsure
transient absorption signal from the moleule under study even up to several ps (in the ase
of the ISRS ontribution). On the other hand, additional information for the haraterization
of the experimental parameters, suh as SC hirp, time-zero funtion, instrument response
funtion and the pump pulse width an be obtained from a study of the oherent ontributions.
An important onlusion that an be drawn from the above data is that for the experimental
setup used in this work, the theoretial desription with non-hirped pump pulses and the SC
probe pulses as single, linearly hirped pulses provide a good desription of the observed XPM
data. The likely residual hirp of the ompressed NOPA pulses, does not seem to spoil the
experiment. This allowed to determine the apparatus time-zero funtion aurately. One of
the main results regarding XPM is that for ollimation of the SC using an ahromati lens,
a large hirp with a hirp rate of β = 4.2 × 10−4 fs−2 ould be observed, whereas the use
of reetive optis results in a muh redued hirp desribed by β = 1.8 × 10−3 fs−2, and
the amplitude of the XPM is muh smaller (by a fator of 6). Apparently, the redued hirp
is mainly the onsequene of the redution of dispersive material in the beam path. In this
hirp-redued setup, the hirp is only approximately linear, beause of the inreased relative
amplitude of the non-linear terms. The pump energy dependene of the XPM was found to
be linear. But sine there are only four data points for eah t only a qualitative statement
an be made. A more suitable detetor should have been available, sine the auray and
sensitivity of LM-1 is too low. Therefore, the quoted intensities have a large error.
It ould be shown that the SRA signal provides an alternative way of determining the pulse
shape of the pump pulse inside the sample. However, the signal amplitude of the SRA signal
is very large and has a linear power dependene. Therefore, it annot be dereased by a simple
redution of the pump power.
From the ISRS ontribution, whih an persist up to several pioseonds, three Raman lines
of CCl4 ould be determined. A omparison with literature data shows the exellent agreement
with the lines at 217 m
−1
, 314 m
−1
and 460 m
−1
found in spontaneous Raman spetra.
The other Raman modes of CCl4 (761 m
−1
and 790 m
−1
) are either too weak to be seen
in the power spetra of Fig. 4.21 or lie outside the spetral bandwidth of the NOPA pump
pulse whih is ∆ω ≈ 418 m−1 as alulated from the pump pulse duration by assuming a
transform limited pulse. The data suggest that in ases where the ISRS ontribution annot
be avoided, ltering in the Fourier based on the knowledge of the Raman modes might improve
the situation.
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Sine there is good agreement between the theoretial desription and the experimental
results, the oherent ontributions might be handled diretly by inorporating them into a
global t of the data as in Ref. [103℄. However, the pratial approah (whih was hosen
throughout this work) is to realize experiments with a XPM as little as possible, to perform an
additional solvent san and to subtrat the unwanted ontributions. The following guide lines
help: First, no unneessary dispersive optial material should be plaed in the probe light
beam path. Seond, the SC generated in CaF2 has a smaller hirp than the one from sapphire
(beause CaF2 is a lower dispersive material). Therefore, all other experimental parameters
being idential, a smaller XPM amplitude an be expeted. Together with the inreased
bandwidth, this provides a strong argument for SCG in CaF2, despite the more ompliated
experimental onditions. ISRS might be redued by ltering in the Fourier domain.
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4.2 Photoindued is-trans isomerization of azobenzene
4.2.1 Bakground
Beginning with its disovery in 1832 [112℄, azobenzene (AB) and its derivatives have been
in the fous of interest beause of their enormous potential for appliations and as a model
system to study thermal and photohemial is-trans isomerizations [18℄. AB is isosteri with
stilbene, where the entral ethyleni unit is replaed by the azo group. The two isomers,
is-AB and trans-AB and their photohemial isomerization, were rst mentioned by Hartley
in 1937 [113℄. Figure 4.22 shows the isomerization sheme from trans-AB to is-AB and vie
versa (the wavelengths on the arrows indiate photohemial isomerization). Thermodynami-
N
N
trans - azobenzene
N N
cis - azobenzene
l
D, l
1
2
Figure 4.22: Isomerization sheme of azobenzene.
ally, trans-AB is more stable than is-AB by approximately 90 kJ/mol [114℄, and is-AB
isomerizes thermally to trans-AB, as indiated on the arrow. The remarkable property of
the photoindued isomerization reations is the almost entire lak of by-produts, that allows
reversible swithing over many yles without the so-alled photohemial fatigue. This is
the basis for many (industrial) appliations. Suitable funtionalized AB derivatives have been
used to trigger phase transitions in liquid rystal systems, where the trans-derivate forms a
nemati phase while the is-derivate does not [35, 115℄. The hange in length and shape from
linear for trans-AB to bent for is-AB an also be exploited to indue onformational hanges
in proteins [116, 117, 118℄, or to evoke phase transitions in emulsions [36℄. Further appliations
inlude exavator moleules [119, 120℄ and so-alled nano-musles [20℄. Even photoindued
marosopi motions have been realized in polymeri systems [35, 115℄.
The photoindued is-trans isomerization of ABs ours upon visible and UV irradiation.
A spetrum of both isomers in CCl4 is shown in Fig. 4.23. Both spetra show a weak
band in the visible with a maximum at about 440 nm that orresponds to the forbidden
S1 (nπ
∗) ← S0 transition, and a muh more intensive band in the near UV orresponding to
the allowed S2 (ππ
∗) ← S0 transition with a maximum at approximatively 320 nm. ABs were
long onsidered to have no uoresene due to the their extremely low uoresene quantum
yield of Φ ≈ 10−7. Time-resolved measurements of ABs showed that the isomerization takes
plae on time sale between few hundred fs to a several ps [31, 38, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125℄.
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Figure 4.23: UV-VIS absorption spetra of 0.1 × 10−3 mol/l trans- and is-AB solutions in
CCl4.
The photoisomerization yields of ABs violate Kasha's rule [126, 123, 25℄. Rau and Lüddeke
found that the yields following S1 exitation are higher than for S2 exitation by a fator of
approximately two, independent from the isomerization diretion and also in several solvents
(see table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Isomerisation quantum yields of AB [127℄.
φtrans→cis φcis→trans
solvent S1 ← S0 S2 ← S0 S1 ← S0 S2 ← S0
n-hexane 0.25 0.11 0.56 0.27
bromoethane 0.26 0.11 0.58 0.25
ethanol 0.28 0.15 0.51 0.24
water/ethanol(4:1) 0.35 0.21 0.41 0.15
A dual mehanism was suggested to rationalize the results. Aordingly, an inversion on
one of the N-atoms of the N-N-double bond via an almost planar transition state ours after
exitation to the S1 state. After exitation to the S2 state the moleules take a dierent
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route, that involves rotation about the entral N-N-bond with a twisted transition state. The
two mehanisms are skethed in Fig. 4.24. First ab-initio quantum hemial alulations
N N
N N
cis-ABtrans-AB
N N
rotation
N N
inversion
N N
concerted inversion
N N
„hula – twist“
Figure 4.24: Isomerization mehanism of AB.
provided assistane for the mehanism [128℄ and the piture remained unhanged for many
years. However, in the last deade, ultrafast spetrosopi experiments as well as numerous
theoretial alulations have been performed that have led to a muh more ompliated and
ontroversially debated piture. One of the most important insights is that pure inversion and
pure rotation might not take plae at all, and alternative reation paths suh as the onerted
inversion, with an almost linear transition state have been suggested [38℄ (third reation path
in Fig. 4.24). The lowest reation path shown in Fig. 4.24 is the so-alled hula-twist, whih
has been invoked to haraterize the isomerization of stilbenes and polyenes [129, 130℄ and for
ABs more reently [125℄.
Time resolved experimental studies found that the isomerization after exitation into S1
ours on a time sale between several hundred fs to a few pioseonds for trans-AB, and even
faster for is-AB. Most authors favored the inversion pathway, but rotation has also been
supported. An important aspet is the possible involvement of a onial intersetion (CI)
between the S1 and S0 surfaes to explain the observed time sales. The most onlusive work
probably omes from the study of rotation-restrited AB derivates [38, 125℄. By omparing
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the behavior of a rotation-restrited AB and a struturally very similar open derivative,
Panur et al. [125℄ found strong evidene to rule out the pure rotational mehanism. To
explain the results for exitation into the S2 state, dual pathways of diret isomerization
on the one hand and internal onversion to the S1 state with a twisted intermediate and
subsequent isomerization from S1 on the other hand have been disussed. Results in favor of
eient relaxation via a planar S1 intermediate have been obtained also [131, 132℄. Based on
experimental evidene for an optially bright S3 and S4 state at similar exitation energies,
an extended relaxation sheme was proposed that might resolve these apparent disrepanies
[133, 134℄.
Theoretial alulations have also arrived at dierent statements, depending on the distint
properties of the alulated potential energy surfaes. There is, however, a general agreement
that onial intersetions are involved, whih have been found for the rotation, inversion and
onerted inversion pathways (the hula-twist was not expliitly taken into aount).
In summary, despite muh experimental and theoretial work, the exat mehanism remains
unknown, and further experimental work should help to larify the piture.
4.2.2 Results for trans-is isomerization of azobenzene
The experiments were performed using the hirp-optimized setup of Se. 3.2.4 at two dierent
exitation wavelengths, with SCG in sapphire. Compressed NOPA pulses entered at 466 nm
with 0.45 µJ pulse energy and 60 fs (FWHM, from autoorrelation) were used for exitation
in the red wing of the S1 absorption band. The IRF for NOPA exitation typially ould be
desribed well by a Gaussian with a FWHM between 80 - 100 fs. Exitation to the overlap
region of the S1 and S2 bands was performed with pump pulses obtained by SHG of the 775
nm fundamental with an energy of 0.65 µJ. The gaussian IRF in this ase had a FWHM of
140 - 160 fs.
Trans-AB with a purity of 98 % was purhased from Merk and used as provided. Cis-
AB was obtained from a mixture of both isomers at photohemial equilibrium by olumn
hromatography, with a purity of > 97 % as heked by NMR. All solutions were 5 × 10−3
mol/l using Uvasol, Merk solvents (CCl4 and ethanol). Sans for the pure solvents were
performed in eah ase to be able to subtrat the solvent ontributions to the TA signal. For
a typial san of the AB solutions, the TA signal from up to 10
4
laser shots was averaged,
and for trans-AB at λpump = 466 nm, ve sans were averaged. For is-AB, and for trans-AB
with exitation at 387 nm only one san was taken. For eah measurement, the time-zero
orretion was performed as desribed in Se. 4.1.1. The solvent signal was subtrated using
the time orreted spetra with a orretion fator of 0.9 [107℄.
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4.2.2.1 Results after exitation at λ = 466 nm
Figure 4.25 shows the time orreted hanges in optial density for the pure solvent (part a))
and the trans-AB (part b)). Around the zero delay times the signal from pure CCl4 in part
a) is due to the XPM and shows the features already disussed in the previous setion. The
maxima of the XPM lie all at the same delay, sine the data have been time orreted, i.e. the
time zero funtion has been taken into aount. At delay times larger than τ ≈ 0.2 ps, only
bakground is observed. The amplitude of the ISRS omponent is omparable to the noise
beause of the lowered pump pulse energy.
The signal of the trans-AB solution in part b) learly shows the same XPM features and in
addition a broad deaying positive hange in transient absorption from λ = 500 nm to λ =
580 nm of the photoexited trans-AB. Note that the solvent ontribution was measured only
in the delay range of -0.3 ps to 0.35 ps while the full delay range for the trans-AB san is from
-0.3 ps to 13 ps.
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Figure 4.25: Contour plot of the time orreted TA signal after 466 nm exitation of: a) pure
CCl4 and b) 5 × 10−3 mol/l trans-AB in CCl4 (XPM not subtrated).
Figure 4.26 shows the subtrated signal, whih is now only due to the ontributions from
the trans-AB solute (note the dierent sales and ranges for the delay times in a) and b)).
A positive band of transient absorption an be seen that has its maximum at λ ≈ 520 nm
and deays thereafter. At the maximum delay of τ ≈ 13 ps, the signal has deayed to the
bakground exept for the very shortest wavelength.
The eet of the solvent ontribution and the subtration is illustrated in Fig. 4.27, where
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Figure 4.26: Contour plot of the time orreted TA signal of 5 × 10−3 mol/l trans-AB after
subtration of the XPM ontribution: a) rst 3 ps and b) full range up to 13 ps.
uts at four dierent wavelengths (λ = 510 nm, 535 nm, 550 nm and 560 nm) are shown. The
green lines are the TA signal from the pure solvent san, the blue urves are the raw data
from the trans-AB solution, the irles are the signal after subtration, and the red urves
are the ts with a sum of two or three exponentials onvolved with the IRF aording to the
Eq. (3.27). For the ts, a non-linear least squares routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [135℄ was used (see Se. 3.3.1). As an be seen from Fig. 4.25, the most prominent
oherent ontribution is the XPM. Sine the hosen exitation energy was very low, eets from
ISRS have a low amplitude and annot be distinguished from the noise. The subtrated signal
in all four ases does not display residual features from the XPM. The suessful time-zero
orretion is also learly demonstrated, sine all the urves rise at the same delay.
Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show in their upper parts TA data after subtration at the four seleted
wavelengths (irles), the tted temporal proles as red urves and the rst and seond deay
omponents (as the blue and green urves, respetively). The third deay omponent (magenta
urve) was only needed for the λ = 510 nm ase. The inset shows the same for delays up to
2 ps. The lower parts of Figs. 4.28 and 4.29 show the respetive residuals as irles. It an be
seen that in all ases ts of similar quality ould be obtained. The IRF was nearly onstant
with IRF widths (FWHM)
1
between 80 fs and 101 fs (see Table 4.3). To obtain the best values
for the IRF width and the time-zero oset, both values were taken as xed parameters and
1
The notation σIRF will be used for the FWHM values from now on.
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Figure 4.27: TA signal for the rst 0.4 ps of trans-AB in CCl4 after 466 nm exitation at dier-
ent probe wavelengths. The blue lines represent the measured signal of trans-AB
in CCl4; the green lines represent the solvent signal; the irles give the subtrated
signal; the red lines are the ts.
ts were performed for an array of values. The χ2-value was taken as riterion to indiate the
optimum t.
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Figure 4.28: TA signal of trans-AB in CCl4 after 466 nm exitation for λprobe = 510 nm (a))
and λprobe = 535 nm (b)).
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Figure 4.29: TA signal of trans-AB in CCl4 after 466 nm exitation for λprobe = 550 nm (a))
and λprobe = 560 nm (b)).
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Table 4.3: Fit results of trans-AB in CCl4 after 466 nm exitation
trans - AB
λprobe/nm A1
a
/10
−3 τ1
a
/ps A2
a
/10
−3 τ2
a
/ps A3
a
/10
−3 τ3/ps σIRF/fs t0
b
/fs
510 1.69 (15) 0.49 (3) 0.90 (1) 3.3 (8) 0.2 (1) 18 101 0
535 1.80 (6) 0.50 (2) 1.10 (6) 2.9 (1) - - 80 2
550 1.50 (4) 0.50 (2) 0.90 (4) 3.2 (1) - - 96 0
560 1.20 (4) 0.59 (1) 0.80 (4) 3.5 (1) - - 81 5
a
Standard deviation 2σ in brakets.
b
Note that the values of the time-zero oset are onstant, but non-zero. This is beause only a relative
time-zero orretion was performed.
Figure 4.30 shows a ontour plot of the χ2-values obtained from the ts of the λ = 535 nm
data as a typial ase. The minimum is learly visible at σIRF = 81 fs and t0 = 2 fs. The
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Figure 4.30: Contour plot of the χ2-values for ts of the λ = 535 nm data.
tting parameters that were obtained in this way are listed in Table 4.3. Exept for λ = 510
nm, all temporal proles ould be desribed with two exponentials. The third exponential in
the ase of λ = 510 nm has a low amplitude and ts of omparable quality ould be obtained
for values between τ3 ≈ 8 ps and τ3 ≈ 20 ps with only appropiate minor hanges of the other
parameters. The quoted values of table 4.3 again orrespond to the χ2-minimum. The tted
parameters for the two fast deay omponents are nearly onstant. The average deay times
are τ1 = 0.52 ps and τ2 = 3.22 ps.
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4.2.2.2 Results after exitation at λ = 387 nm
The transient absorption of trans-AB following exitation with 387 nm was measured using
ethanol as solvent. Figure 4.31 shows the TA signal after time orretion and subtration of
the solvent ontributions. Transient absorption ours over a broad wavelength range from
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Figure 4.31: Contour plot of the time orreted TA signal of 5 × 10−3 mol/l trans-AB after
387 nm exitation (XPM subtrated): a) rst 3 ps and b) full range up to 24 ps.
460 nm to 690 nm.
Temporal proles were analysed at wavelengths of λ = 500 nm, 535 nm, 560 nm and 580
nm. Figure 4.32 shows as an example the λ = 500 nm ase. The upper part of Fig. 4.32 shows
the data after subtration of the solvent ontribution as irles and the tted temporal prole
as red line. A satisfying desription ould only be ahieved using three exponential deay
omponents. The blue, green and magenta lines represent the tted single deay omponents.
The inset shows the raw TA data as blue line, the solvent ontribution as orange line and the
hange in optial density due to the trans-AB (irles). The red line is the t result. The
initial rise of the transient absorption is slower than for the 466 nm exitation beause of
the longer pulse duration of the SHG pump pulses ompared to the ompressed NOPA pump
pulses. The observed dierene reets the inreased width of the IRF and not the dynamis
of the trans-AB moleule. Values of σIRF between 125 fs and 152 fs were determined from the
ts. At the shorter wavelengths, where a t of the XPM ontribution ould be performed, a
similar value of τcc = 99 fs was obtained.
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Figure 4.32: TA signal of trans-AB at 500 nm after 387 nm exitation: the upper part shows
the orreted data together with the t funtions; the inset shows the raw TA data
as blue line, the ethanol ontribution as orange line, the orreted trans-AB signal
as irles and the t as red line.
Table 4.4 shows the parameters that were obtained. All three deay times are approximately
onstant. The average values for the seond and third deay omponents are τ2 = 0.4 ps and
τ3 = 13 ps.
Table 4.4: Fit results of trans-AB in ethanol after 387 nm exitation.
trans - AB
λprobe/nm A1
a
/10
−3 τ1
a
/ps A2
a
/10
−3 τ2
a
/ps A3
a
/10
−3 τ3
a
/ps σIRF/fs
500 5.9 (3) 0.073 (2) 2.0 (1) 0.41 (3) 0.4 (1) 15 (3) 125
535 4.9 (3) 0.078 (3) 2.1 (1) 0.39 (2) 0.5 (1) 9 (2) 152
550 4.2 (2) 0.080 (8) 1.7 (1) 0.44 (3) 0.4 (1) 12 (2) 140
580 1.9 (2) 0.101 (9) 1.5 (1) 0.38 (3) 0.2 (1) 17 (4) 124
a
Standard deviation 2σ in brakets.
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4.2.3 Results for is-trans isomerization of azobenzene
For is-AB in CCl4, one san has been performed for a limited delay range up to 1 ps. Figure
4.33 shows the hange in optial density after time orretion and subtration of the solvent
ontributions. A positive band of transient absorption is observed between λ = 500 nm and
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Figure 4.33: Contour plot of time orreted TA signal of 5 × 10−3 mol/l is-AB in CCl4 with
exitation at 466 nm.
λ = 600 nm. The maximum of the TA signal ours at ≈ 540 nm. Figure 4.34 shows the
temporal prole at λprobe = 540 nm. The band deays almost ompletely within the displayed
delay range. As an be seen, the signal-to-noise ratio is too low for a quantitative analysis.
Qualitatively, it seems that the TA signal of is-AB deays almost ompletely within the rst
ps, i.e. faster than trans-AB and no slow deay omponent is apparent.
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Figure 4.34: Temporal prole of is-AB at λprobe = 540 nm after 466 nm exitation. No attempt
was made to t the deay.
4.2.4 Disussion
In the following only the results for the trans-AB will be disussed, sine the data available
for the isomerization of the is-AB are too inomplete for a detailed analysis.
4.2.4.1 Transient absorption time proles
The observed deay behavior for both exitation wavelengths was dierent. For 466 nm
exitation the time proles ould be desribed well with two deay omponents exept for the
shortest wavelength, where an additional very slow omponent with a deay time of 18 ps was
needed. The deay times of the rst and seond omponent were wavelength independent.
Average values of τ1 = 0.52 ps and τ2 = 3.22 ps were found. The relative amplitude of the
slower deay omponent is lower than for the rst, equalling about 50 - 60 %. The amplitude
of the third deay omponent at λ = 500 nm is muh weaker (only ≈ 7 %).
For exitation at λ = 387 nm, none of the deays ould be desribed well with only two deay
omponents. All three deay times were not dependent on the detetion wavelength within
the margin of errors. The rst deay omponent was within the experimental resolution limit
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with an average value of τ1 = 0.08 ps. The slower omponents had values of τ2 = 0.4 ps
and τ3 = 13 ps. A omparison of the observed deay onstants of this work an be made
with published results from Lednev [122℄, Nägele [121℄ and Satzger [31, 136℄. These results
and the present values are summarized in Table 4.5. A diret omparison an be made with
Table 4.5: Results of time-resolved experiments on trans-AB and is-AB.
literature λpump / nm λprobe / nm τ / ps
trans-AB
Lednev [25℄ 303 370 - 450 0.9 - 1.2 / 13
Lednev [123℄ 280 390 - 420 0.8 /14
Fujino [126℄ 267 350 - 650 0.5
Satzger [136℄ 266,340 370 - 630 0.13 /0.42 / 2.9/ 12
Lednev [25℄ 390,420 360 - 420 0.6 /2.6
500 - 700 0.6 /2.6
Nägele [121℄ 435 459, 563 0.32/ 2.1
Satzger [31℄ 480 370 - 580 0.34 / 3 /12
this work - 466 500 - 580 0.52 / 3.22 / 18
- 387 500 - 580 0.08 / 0.4 / 13
is-AB
Satzger [136℄ 266 370 - 630 0.2 / 1.1 / 14
Nägele [121℄ 435 max. 360 0.18 / 2 / 20
Satzger [31℄ 480 370 - 630 0.1 / 0.9 / 5.6
the results of Ref. [31℄, whih were obtained for exitation at λ = 480 nm. Several points
are worth noting: First, the third omponent observed by Satzger et al. only ontributes to
the transient absorption notably at wavelengths less than 520 nm. This is exatly what was
observed in this work. Given the low amplitude and orresponding large error bars for this
omponent, the dierene of the time onstants is not very signiant. Seond, the deay
times of the rst and seond omponent learly orrespond to those of Ref. [31℄. The slightly
larger value (10% by omparison) in both ases an probably be explained by solvent eets.
Sine the relative amplitude of the deay omponents are also in aord with literature, the
overall agreement of the results with literature an be regarded as exellent.
The results for exitation at λ = 387 nm annot be ompared easily to previous published
results. The most striking fat is the omplete absene of the τ ≈ 3 ps omponent most
ommonly observed in the literature [25, 136℄. There are only two ases where this omponent
was not relevant: First, the omponent was found to be very small within a wavelength range
from λprobe = 450 - 600 nm for exitation of trans-AB at 266 nm, and seond it was not
observed for exitation of is-AB at the same wavelength [136℄. At present, it an only be
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speulated on the possible auses for the observed disrepanies; however, it seems highly
unlikely that experimental errors are responsible, taking into aount the exellent agreement
of the results at λ = 466 nm exitation with literature. The other two omponents an be
related to the respetive omponents found in the literature. While the seond deay time
agrees very well with published results, the values that were found for the rst omponent
are lower than the ones published. However, the quoted time resolutions in the literature are
worse than in this work. This might have led the authors to an estimate for the fastest deay
onstant that is too high and ould explain the dierene.
4.2.4.2 Interpretation
As the results for the S1(nπ
∗) exitation at 466 nm agree very well with those for literature
[121, 125, 136℄, the interpretation of the observed temporal behavior is adopted. Aordingly,
the fastest time onstant desribes the very fast motion of the exited state wave paket out
of the Frank-Condon region and the subsequent onversion to the eletroni ground states of
either the is- or trans- isomer. The τ2 = 3.22 ps omponent an be interpreted to arise from
a fration of moleules that do not take the diret path and therefore take longer to aess
the CI. The slowest omponent an be attributed to the slow relaxation of vibrationally hot
moleules in the ground state [31, 121℄. This assignment is also in aordane with results
from ultrafast infrared and Raman spetrosopy [131, 137℄.
The interpretation of the results from exitation at 387 nm is not quite as lear. The
fastest deay onstant for exitation wavelengths between λ = 266 nm and λ = 340 nm
has been interpreted in the literature as ultrafast movement out of Frank-Condon region
of the S2(ππ
∗) state and radiationless relaxation to the S1 state. It is quite likely that the
observed time onstant of τ1 = 0.08 ps an be interpreted in the same way. Therefore, the
other omponents should reet the dynamis in the S1 state. Aordingly, the τ = 0.4 ps
omponent an be interpreted as belonging to diret dynamis towards the S1/S0 state onial
intersetion (CI) and onversion to the ground state, and the τ = 13 ps omponent is again
ooling of vibrationally hot moleules in the ground state. It is not lear why the τ ≈ 3 ps
omponent after λ = 387 nm exitation is absent. Either, the orresponding spetral band
has a very low amplitude in the detetion wavelength range, or the region of the S1 surfae,
where the moleules arrive after onversion from the S2 state, has a very diret aess to the
S1/S0-CI.
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The results an be summarized as follows:
• On exitation at λ = 466 nm the results agree almost quantitatively with those published
[31, 121℄.
• For the λ = 387 nm exitation, whih is in the overlapping region of the S2 and S1
absorption bands, distint dierenes with respet to previously observed behavior were
found. Although the auses are far from lear, the possible impliations an help to
extrat the piture of the relaxation pathways after S2 exitation.
• The data demonstrate learly the ability of the newly built setup to detet very small
absorbane hanges with high temporal resolution.
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4.3 Photoindued isomerization of Fulgides
Fulgides (from the latin word fulgere = to shine) are derivatives of bis-methylenesuini
anhydride, that display a pronouned reversible hange of olor upon irradiation with light.
This behavior, termed photohromism, is basis for their high appliation potential as optial
swithes and memory [42, 138, 139℄. Fulgides and their photohromism were disovered in
1905 by Stobbe [140℄. Figure 4.35 shows the isomerization sheme for the 1-[1-(2,5-dimethyl-
3-furyl)ethylidene℄-2-isopropylidensuinanhydrid (from now on, the trade name Aberhrome
540 (ACR 540) will be used).
Figure 4.35: Moleular struture and reation sheme of Aberhrome 540.
The reversible photoindued ring losure and opening from the E to C isomer (right half
in Fig. 4.35) and bak is the basis for the photohromi properties of fulgides. The E − Z
isomerization is the most important ompeting isomerization proess. The exat properties
of the fulgides depend on the substituents. With suitable derivatisation, a ombination of
favorable properties an be ahieved whih are:
• thermal irreversibility of the ring losure,
• elimination of the thermal E − Z isomerization and other side reations,
• high quantum yields and suitable absorption ranges for both isomers,
• low photohemial fatigue.
Aberhrome 540 has already been used suessfully in phototypial optial memory devies
[44, 141℄, and as optial swithes in biologial systems [142℄ and liquid rystals [143℄. Using
a moleule in whih an anthraene donor, a fulgide swith and a oumarin aeptor were
assembled, intramoleular energy transfer modulation ould be ahieved in liquid solution
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[144℄ and in polymer matries [145℄ with high quantum yield and time onstants down to 1.2
ps [45, 145℄.
Knowledge about the details of the reation mehanism and moleular dynamis, however,
is sare. There is agreement that the photohemial E − C isomerization proeeds as a
onrotatory 6π periyli ring losure, as expeted from the Woodward-Homann rules for a
π-π∗ exitation [146℄. However, the preise nature of the exited state is not known. The strong
inuene of the substituents on the reation is explained by steri eets. E.g. in Aberhrome
540, the thermally allowed disrotatory ring opening is prevented by the substituents at the
entral methyleni C-atom [147℄. X-ray rystallography indeed shows that already the ground
state of E-ACR 540 is highly twisted and non-planar [148, 149℄. There are no quantum
hemial alulations for the exited states, and alulations for the ground state arrive at
dierent relative stabilities of the isomers.
Experiments using ultrafast tehniques have mostly laked the required temporal resolution.
The ultrafast E − C dynami has only been resolved in [45, 141℄ using transient absorption
spetrosopy. For exitation of E-ACR 540 at 392 nm a temporal evolution of the TA signal
was found that was explained by a dual mehanism. Aordingly, ylization an our on
a diret pathway with a time onstant of 400 fs, or via an intermediate state, whih gets
populated with a time onstant of 700 fs and leads to the C-isomer on a 100 ps time sale.
Similar results were found by Rentzepis et al. [150℄ for a (4-aminophenyl)-fulgimid . Most
reent results regarding isomerization in a PMMA matrix [45℄ however did not nd evidene
for a dual pathway. No alulations or experiments have been performed for the E − Z
isomerization.
In summary, the knowledge of the nature of the exited states and the underlying moleular
dynamis for the E − C isomerization an be regarded as inomplete, and no information at
all is available for the E − Z isomerization. The results detailed below, although preliminary
in nature, are intended to provide additional information.
4.3.1 Results on photoisomerization of Z-ACR 540
The experiments were performed with the hirp-optimized setup of Se. 3.2.4, using SCG
in sapphire and SHG pump pulses. A pump energy of 0.65 µJ was used. The sattered
pump light was redued by inserting a GG395 lter (Shott) into the beam path behind
the ell. The SC was lipped with a ut o lter at 700 nm (Edmund Optis) and a KG1
lter (Shott). The Z-ACR 540 was puried by olumn hromatography on silia gel with
a 1:6 mixture of diethylether and petrolether as eluent and subsequent rerystalization from
n-hexane:hloroform (4:1). The purity was heked by thin layer hromatography using the
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same eluent, and UV-VIS spetrosopy (UV Probe, Shimadzu Corporation). Typial spetra
are shown in Fig. 4.36.
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Figure 4.36: UV-VIS absorption spetra of Z- and E-ACR 540 in dierent solvents for a on-
entration of 1 × 10−4 mol/l.
Measurements were performed using toluene and ethanol (Uvasol, Merk) as solvents. The
onentrations were 5.3 × 10−4 mol/l for the toluene solution and 1.7 × 10−3 mol/l for the
ethanol solution. The sans, the time-zero orretions and subtrations of the oherent on-
tribution were performed as for AB. In eah ase, the presented data are from a single san.
4.3.1.1 Results for Z-ACR 540 in toluene
Figure 4.37 shows the TA signal of pure toluene after time orretion on a sale up to 1.5 ps
in part a) and up to 136 ps in part b). A omponent around zero delay an be seen in part
a). This omponent is only present within the rst 0.3 ps and is strongest for the shortest
wavelengths in the detetion range. An additional omponent, that shows a slow inrease rst
and thereafter stays nearly onstant up to the nal delay is learly visible in part b). The rise
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time of τ = 16 ps of this seond omponent was determined by performing a non-linear least
squares t of the TA signal in the range of 1 ps - 136 ps using the tting funtion
A = A0
[
1− 1
2
erf
(
− t√
2σIRF
)
exp
(
−t− t0
τrise
)]
. (4.7)
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Figure 4.37: Contour plot of the TA signal of pure toluene after 387 nm exitation (E387 =
0.65 µJ: a) rst 1.5 ps and b) full range (136 ps).
The spetral harateristis of the seond omponent are shown in Fig. 4.38 , whih shows
a ut of the TA data at a delay of τ = 100 ps. The spetrum is a broad band that extends
over the entire wavelength range and has a maximum at about λ = 540 nm.
Figure 4.39 shows the time orreted TA signal of the Z-ACR 540 solution after subtration
of the solvent signal. The most important point is that no signiant TA ontribution ours
after 1 - 1.5 ps (the sale of Fig. 4.39 has been set aordingly). As an be veried from Fig.
4.40, where a ut at λprobe = 504 nm is shown, the amplitude of the ACR 540 signal is only
40 % of the total amplitude before subtration of the solvent omponent.
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Figure 4.38: TA spetrum of pure toluene after 387 nm exitation at a delay of 100 ps .
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Figure 4.39: Time orreted TA signal of Z-ACR 540 after subtration of toluene ontribution.
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Figure 4.40: TA signal at λprobe=504 nm after 387 nm exitation of: the TA signal of the raw
Z-ACR 540 data (green irles), pure toluene (blak irles), Z-ACR 540 after
subtration of the toluene ontribution (red irles).
The extraordinary large amplitude of the solvent ontribution makes its subtration diult.
Figure 4.40 shows the TA signal at λ = 504 nm for the raw data, i.e. without the subtration
of the solvent omponent (green irles), the signal for pure toluene (blak irles) and the
signal for the Z-ACR 540 solution after subtration (red irles). As an be seen learly by
omparison of the three signals, the slow omponent is entirely due to the solvent. In the
subtrated signal data, only the fast omponent remains. In view of the low signal-to-noise
amplitude, a quantitative analysis of the Z-ACR 540 was not performed.
In Fig. 4.41 the signal from pure toluene at λ = 504 nm is ompared to published data.
The inset shows Fig. 3 of Ref. [141℄, whih is the TA signal by λpump = 392 nm exitation of
the E-isomer of ACR 540. The similarity of both signals is learly evident.
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Figure 4.41: Time prole of TA signal for pure toluene at λprobe = 504 nm after 387 nm
exitation. As inset is shown Fig. 3 of Handshuh et al. and represents the TA
signal of E-ACR 540.
4.3.1.2 Results for Z-ACR 540 in ethanol
Ethanol was hosen as a suitable solvent for its absene of any long-time solvent ontribution
and lower XPM magnitude (see Se. 4.1.1). Figure 4.42 shows the TA signal of the Z-ACR
540 solution in ethanol after time orretion and subtration of the solvent ontribution up to
a delay of 4.4 ps. A hange in optial density with positive amplitude, whih rises immediately
at time zero and deays within the rst ps, is learly visible. Figure 4.43 shows a ut at λprobe
= 470 nm. In the upper part of Fig. 4.43, the irles are the experimental data, and the
red line is the t. The observed TA signal is single exponential with a deay time of τ =
248 fs and an IRF width of σIRF = 132 fs. The ndings from the above are thus onrmed.
Further experiments on the same systems (made by A. Petter [109℄) with inreased detetion
bandwidth indiate that for shorter wavelengths a muh more omplex behavior is found. For
this reason, no attempt was made to further evaluate the urrent data.
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Figure 4.42: Contour plot of the time orreted TA signal of Z-isomer in ethanol after 387 nm
exitation (E387 = 0.65 µJ, ontributions of the ethanol are subtrated): a) rst
1.2 ps and b) the omplete measured dynami (4.4 ps) .
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Figure 4.43: Time prole of the TA signal for Z-ACR 540 (irles) at λprobe = 470 nm after
387 nm exitation. The red lines show the t result. In the lower part the residual
is shown.
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4.3.2 Disussion
In the following, a qualitative disussion of the transient absorption behavior of the photoex-
ited Z-ACR 540 will be given.
The most striking feature for the experiment performed in toluene were the long time
behavior of the transient absorption of the pure solvent with a rise time of τ = 16 ps. Figure
4.38 shows the omponent of this spetrum for a delay time of t = 100 ps. This spetrum an
be ompared with data from Miyasaka et al. [151℄. Their transient absorption spetrum of
toluene obtained from ps-photolysis at 355 nm and taken at t = 100 ps losely resembles the
spetrum of Fig. 4.38. The quoted peak position of λprobe = 555 nm is lose to the peak at
λprobe = 540 nm for the present data. The dierene is not signiant onsidering the at shape
of the absorption band near the maximum. The quoted rise time at the peak wavelength is
τrise = 65 ± 5 ps from 10 % to 90 % of the plateau value. Taking into aount the 22 ps width
of their IRF, this value is in aord with the presented data. It therefore seems reasonably
safe to adopt the interpretation of Ref. [151℄ and to assign this TA omponent to eximer
formation.
An important onsequene follows by omparison of the present data of pure toluene with
published data from Handshuh et al. [141℄ (see Fig. 4.41). The irles are a ut of the TA
signal from pure toluene at λprobe = 504 nm, and the inset shows Fig. 3 of Handshuh et al.
[141℄. The omparison suggests that the quoted slow swithing time from Ref. [141℄ and the
assumed intermediate exited state atually have to be attributed to toluene. Interestingly, the
same authors did observe a distint dierent behavior when studying the transient absorption
of photoexited E-ACR 540 in a polyatomi environment [45℄ and onluded that there was
only one reation pathway. This would support further the above hypothesis.
As regards the Z −E isomerization, no diret omparison an be made with other previous
literature data. However, is-trans isomerizations have been found to our very fast, e.g. in
ethene [152℄, azobenzene [18℄ and rhodopsin [12℄, and it is believed that onial intersetions
are involved [153℄. It is therefore not surprising that an ultrafast deay time of τ = 248
fs was found for photoexited Z-ACR 540 in ethanol. The results show learly that the
photoindued dynamis of fulgides is probably dierent from what was thought previously.
Further experiments should help to larify the piture whih in the light of the presented
results seems even more open than ever.
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In this work the photoindued isomerization of trans- and is-azobenzene aording to
trans-AB + hν → is-AB
is-AB + hν → trans-AB
and the is-trans photoisomerization of a furylfulgide
Z-ACR 540 + hν → E-ACR 540
were analysed. The photoreations were investigated using a transient absorption setup. The
experiment for the broadband detetion of absorbane hanges ourring during photoindued
moleular proesses was set up. The required sensitivity of less than one part per tenthousand
was ahieved using a pump-probe-referene sheme with averaging over typially 5000 - 10000
laser pulses. For one pump-probe delay, the hange in optial density A(λ, t), was alulated
from the spetral intensities of the probe and referene pulses after passing through the sample.
Either frequeny doubled fundamental pulses (λ = 387 nm) or ompressed pulses from a
non-ollinear optial parametri amplier (NOPA) were used as pump pulses. The NOPA
pump pulses had a wavelength of λpump = 466 nm and a typial width of 80 - 100 fs (FWHM).
The broadband probe and referene pulses were from superontinuum generation in sapphire
or CaF2 with a maximum detetion range of λ = 450 - 700 nm and λ = 410 - 700 nm,
respetively.
A full haraterization of the setup was performed by studying the ontributions to the
transient absorption signal arising from ross-phase modulation (XPM) in the ell windows
alone and for XPM, stimulated Raman ampliation (SRA) and impulsive stimulated Raman
sattering (ISRS) in the omplete ell with hexane, CCl4 and ethanol solvents. It ould be
shown that both superontinua an be desribed by assuming linearly hirped pulses. Using
only reetive optis in the SC beam path a linear hirp rate β = 1.8 × 10−3 fs−2 and a hange
of the hirp-dependent time-zero delay of about 120 fs over the full detetion range ould be
ahieved.
From the SRA ontribution, information about the pulse shape and duration of the pump
pulse inside the sample ould be gained that helped to nd the best setting for the pulse
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ompression for the NOPA pump pulses. The temporal resolution and sensitivity of the setup
also allowed us to determine the Raman modes of CCl4 by ISRS. The obtained values of 224
m
−1
, 322 m
−1
, 474 m
−1
were in exellent agreement with literature values from spontaneous
Raman sattering.
The photoindued isomerization of trans-AB was studied after exitation at λpump = 466
nm (to the S1 state) and λpump = 387 nm (to the S2 state) in CCl4 and ethanol at room
temperature. With the exeption of the shortest detetion wavelength at λ = 510 nm, the time
proles for exitation at λpump = 466 nm ould be desribed well with two deay omponents,
that were independent of the detetion wavelength. Average values of
τ1 = 0.52(2) ps and τ2 = 3.22(2) ps
were found. The fastest time onstant ould be interpreted as very fast motion of the exited
state wavepaket out of the Frank-Condon region leading to ultrafast onversion to the S0
state via a CI, while the seond omponent was attributed to moleules that do not take the
diret path and aess the CI at later time. At λ = 510 nm a muh weaker third omponent
of τ = 18 ps was found, that was assigned to relaxation of vibrational hot moleules in the
eletroni ground state. The observed results are in exellent agreement with the literature
and demonstrate the ability of the new setup to detet very small absorbane hanges with
high temporal resolution.
For λpump = 387 nm, three deay omponents with
τ1 = 0.08(5) ps, τ2 = 0.4(3) ps and τ3 = 13(3) ps
were found. In aordane with literature, the fastest omponent ould be interpreted as
ultrafast movement out of the Frank-Condon region and onversion to the S1 state. The
seond deay time was attributed to dynamis in the S1 state towards the S1/S0-CI and the
slowest omponent was again assigned to ooling of vibrational hot moleules in S0 state. In
ontrast to literature, no τ ≈ 3 ps omponent was observed. This might have been due to
the limited detetion wavelength range or spei properties of the moleular dynamis at the
hosen exitation wavelength.
The photoindued isomerization of the furylfulgide Z-ACR 540 was studied after exitation
at λpump = 387 nm with detetion between λ = 455 nm and λ = 700 nm. Toluene and ethanol
were used as solvents. In toluene a short-lived omponent only present within the rst 0.3
ps and a long lived seond omponent were found that had a rise time of τ = 16 ps and
did not deay within the experimental time range. Based on the temporal properties and
spetral harateristis this omponent was assigned to the photoindued formation of toluene
eximers. The result suggests that the analysis of a similar omponent in the literature has to
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be reonsidered. By ontrast, in ethanol only one single fast deay omponent of τ = 248(2) fs
was found. The time sale of the proess ould be interpreted as hint to a possible involvement
of a onial intersetion in the is-trans isomerization of furylfulgides.
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